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OVERHEARD IN SEVILLE 

ANNOUNCEMENT 

SANTAYANA SOCIETY 

1996 
ANNUAL MEETING 

"Santayana's Place in Modern Philosophy'* 
DavM A. Dilworth 

State University of New York at Stony Brook 

Commentary 
Michael Hodges 

Vanderbilt University 

7:30 - 9:30 EM. 28 December 
Copenhagen Room 

Atlanta Maniott Marquis Hotel 

Participants are cordially invited to a reception at the 
home of Paul Knntz, 1655 Ponce de Leon Ave. NJEL 

following the meeting. 

The Society's annual meeting will he held in conjunction with die December meetings 
of the American Philosophical Association (Eastern Division) in Atlanta. 
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The Quarrel Between 
Poetry and Philosophy1 

"Can it be an accident that the most adequate and probably the most lasting 
exposition of these three schools of philosophy2 should have been made by 
poets? Are poets, at heart, in search of a philosophy? Or is philosophy, in the 
end, nothing but poetry?" Santayana3 

"I think I summed up my attitude to philosophy when I said: philosophy ought 
really to be written only as a poetic composition." Wittgenstein4 

When one thinks about Santayana, there are two facts that spring immediately to 
mind: the first is that, although he was not an American and spent the first eight 
and the last forty years of his life in Europe, he is an American philosopher, one 

of the triumvirate that reigned at Harvard in the last decade of the 19th century and in the 
first decade of the twentieth. The second fact is that he wrote poetry and a novel. Now, this 
second fact may be taken as being not so much an additional fact about Santayana as a 
confirmation of the fact that he was indeed an American philosopher. Emerson wrote in his 
Journal "The philosopher has a good deal of knowledge which cannot be abstractly 
imparted, which needs the combinations and complexity of social action to paint it out... . 
As the musician avails himself of the concert, so the philosopher avails himself of the 
drama, the epic, the novel, and becomes a poet; for these complex forms allow for the 
utterance of his knowledge of life by indirection as well as in the didactic way, and can 
therefore express the fluxional quantities and values which the thesis or dissertation could 
never give."5 William James wrote in "The Moral Philosopher and the Moral Life" that the 
philosopher's "books upon ethics, therefore, so far as they truly touch the moral life, must 
more and more ally themselves with a literature which is confessedly tentative and 

1 This paper was read to the Santayana Society at its annual meeting in New York on 
December 28,1995. 

2 Santayana is referring to "one complete system of philosophy, — materialism in 
natural science, humanism in ethics", represented by Lucretius, supematuralism ("Its sources are 
in the solitude of the spirit and in the disparity, or the opposition, between what the spirit feels it 
is fitted to do, and what in this world it is condemned to waste itself upon."), whose ''unmatched 
poet" is Dante, and German romanticism ("A demon drives [the Germans] on; and this demon, 
divine and immortal in its apparent waywardness, is their inmost self), represented by Goethe's 
Faust. 

3 Introduction to Three Philosophical Poets (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1910). 

4 Culture and Value, ed. G. H. von Wright, trans. Peter Winch (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1938), p. 24. 

5 Joel Porte, Emerson in His Journals (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
1982), p. 217. 
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suggestive rather than dogmatic,—I mean with novels and dramas of the deeper sort,... ."6 

And Royce wrote a novel. Of course, James left the writing of novels and dramas to his 
brother, but his writings are nevertheless often "tentative and suggestive rather than 
dogmatic*' since he abhorred dogmatism. Emerson did write poetry, but, more importantly, 
his essays are poetic, they persuade not by argument but by enabling us to see, to notice 
what we normally overlook; in particular, he enables us to see ourselves in a new light. 
Finally, Santayana more than anyone exemplifies what James and Emerson talked about; 
he wrote poetry, he loved poetry, and he wrote a novel, The Last Puritan, hi the, so to 
speak, "after conversation" to that novel — the conversation between the novel's narrator 
and the younger friend (a character in the novel) who had encouraged him to write it — 
Santayana reveals his agreement with Emerson and James on the reasons why a philosopher 
would and should write poetry or a novel. Here is the conversation; the first speaker is 
Mario, the narrator's friend. 

".... perhaps there's a better philosophy in it than in your other books." 
"How so?" 
"Because now you7re not arguing or proving or criticising anything, but painting 

a picture. The trouble with you philosophers is that you misunderstand your vocation. You 
ought to be poets, but you insist on laying down the law for the universe, physical and 
moral, and are vexed with one another because your inspirations are not identical" 

"Are you accusing me of dogmatism? Do I demand that everybody should agree 
with me?" 

"Less loudly, I admit, man most philosophers. Yet when you profess to be describing 
a fact, you can't help antagonising those who take a different view of it, or are blind 
altogether to that sort of object In this novel, on the contrary, the argument is dramatised, 
the views become human persuasions, and the presentation is all the truer for not 
professing to be true. You have said it somewhere yourself, though I may misquote the 
words: Afterlife is over and the world has gone up in smoke, what realities might the spirit 
in us still call its own without illusion save the form of those very illusions which have 
made up our story?"7 

The Last Puritan carries the subtitle "A Memoir in the Form of a Novel," and when 
one reads Persons and Places, one realizes that one has met some of these persons in the 
novel. But we do not intend to mine The Last Puritan for revelations about Santayana's 
own life or self-understanding; we are interested in the arguments that are dramatized and 
the views that have become human persuasions. Yet the reminders of actual persons are 
intentional. Speaking to his interlocutor, the narrator says: 

"You know how energetically I reject the old axiom that sights and sounds exist in the 
material world, and somehow cause us to perceive them. Sights and sounds are products 
of the organism; they are forms of imagination; and all the treasures of experience are 
nothing but spontaneous fictions provoked by the impacts of material things. How foolish, 
then, should I have been in my own eyes to reject the images which you and my other 

6 The Works of William James: The Will to Believe and Other Essays, ed. F. Bowers 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1979), p. 159. 

7 The Last Puritan, ed. William G. Holzberger and Herman J. Saatkamp Jr. (Cambridge, 
Mass. and London: The MIT Press, 1994), p. 572. 
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friends have excited within me, when I have no other pigments at my disposal with which 
to paint mankind!"* 

The character most fully painted, the character who is both humanly most believable 
and who carries the major burden of dramatizing philosophical views, is, of course, Oliver, 
the last Puritan. Indeed, one obvious reading of The Last Puritan is to read it as a 
Bildungsroman, for it follows, often in minute detail, the development of Oliver from birth 
to his death, a death at an early age, and yet not a premature death. For as his friend Mario 
reflects, he "hadn't had his young life cut short cruelly.... He would have gained nothing 
by living to a hundred, never would have found better friends, or loved women otherwise. 
His later years would only have been pallid copies of his earlier ones. He had come to the 
end of his rope. He was played out."9 

If one reads The Last Puritan as a Bildungsroman, one notices that the novel does 
not begin with Oliver's birth, it begins with an event during his father's boyhood. Indeed, 
for all one can tell during the first fifty-seven pages of the book, Peter Alden might turn out 
to be the hero of the novel. Though if this accidental murderer, this aesthete, this escapist 
had been presented as a 'last puritan', Santayana's image of Puritanism, or as he calls it 
elsewhere *the genteel tradition' would have been rather different. Peter Alden is a rebel 
against the genteel tradition. As a boy he associates with the lower classes, 'redeemed' from 
this bad company by his half-sister, a quite worldly woman, he becomes a student at 
Harvard. There, accidentally he kills a man, but thanks to his connections, thanks to being 
indeed one of the genteel, he is permitted to leave the country, to travel widely, and to 
become a collector of fine art objects. He travels, both at that time and later, after he has 
fathered Oliver, by boat. He sails, that is, there is a fundamental instability to his life, as 
there is in the person on whom he relies most in his later years, the man he calls Lord Jim. 
Peter Alden is a gentle and ineffectual rebel, one might say a romantic rebel, partly because 
he does not stand on solid ground. Santayana characterized Emerson, Poe and Hawthorne 
as romantic rebels against Calvinism, and one might well apply to Peter Alden Santayana's 
verdict, *lh their own persons they escaped the mediocrity of the genteel tradition, but they 
supplied nothing to supplant it in other minds."10 Of course, this is not all that Santayana 
had to say about Emerson and what makes Oliver a 'last Puritan' is precisely his 
Emersonian self-reliance. It stands otherwise with Peter Alden, who did fail, and indeed his 
attempts were rather half-hearted, to rescue Oliver from Puritanism, to supplant the genteel 
tradition in Oliver's mind. Interestingly, Oliver's only moral failures are both cause and 
effect of Peter's failure and concern Oliver's relation to his father. We shall examine these 
failures in due course. 

But there is a prior question. Why, if our hero is Oliver Alden, are we told so much 
about his father? One reason, we may surmise, is Santayana's determinism. There is a 
sense in which Oliver Alden could only become the person he indeed became. The narrator 
sums it up thus: 

8 The Last Puritan, p. 571. 
9 The Last Puritan, p. 556-57. 
10Documents in the History of American Philosophy .from Jonathan Edwards to John 

Dewey, edited with a commentary by Morton White (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972), p. 
410. 
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"He was the child of an elderly and weary man, and of a thin-spun race; from his mother 
he got only his bigness and athleticism, which notoriously don't wear well. A moral nature 
burdened and over-strung, and a critical faculty fearless but helplessly subjective—isn't 
that the true tragedy of your ultimate Puritan?"11 

From his father and his father's family, Oliver inherits not only his fortune, not only his 
Puritan conscience, but his robust dislike for fantasy, for fiction, for myth. From his 
mother, he inherits his healthy body, and in rebellion against her, he develops his hatred of 
cant, of everything false or hypocritical. If Oliver is to be a Puritan, he will be an honest, 
authentic Puritan. There are other influences on Oliver, and we shall return to them in a 
moment. 

Santayana writes about Oliver's family not only to reveal the influences that shape 
him, but in order to paint for us pictures of the sources of Puritanism. The Aldens, every 
one of them, provide a different perspective on this way of life, this way of being, which 
Santayana disliked but respected. On Easter 1900 he wrote to William James, "I wonder if 
you realize the years of suppressed irritation which I have past [sic] in the midst of an 
unintelligible sanctimonious and often disingenuous Protestantism, which is thoroughly 
alien and repulsive to me, and the need I have of joining hands with something far away 
from it and far above it My Catholic sympathies didn't justify me in speaking out because 
I felt them to be merely sympathies and not to have a rational and human backing; but the 
study of Plato and Aristotle has given me confidence and, backed by such an authority as 
they and all who have accepted them represent, I have the right to be sincere, to be 
absolutely objective and unapologetic, because it is not I that speak but human reason that 
speaks in me."12 

In Peter Alden's older half-brother Santayana has created the paradigm Puritan. Like 
his father, who was murdered for his pains, Nathaniel Alden is an exacting landlord and 
mortgage holder, and yet, "How horrible that in fulfilling as he must the evident duties of 
his station, he should never be at ease in his conscience! A scar of horror, if not of guilt, lay 
consciously on his breast, like the scarlet letter."13 Nathaniel collects paintings because he 
thinks it is his duty to support struggling painters. He has no taste and doesn't trust anyone 
else's judgment, but he dislikes large historical canvasses because, he says, they distort 
history; so he donates these to various town halls, schools and museums. He enjoys 
funerals in private homes where he can "have the satisfaction of realising keenly which of 
your particular acquaintance has passed away. Your feelings aren't wasted in vapid 
emotion, but you readjust yourself silently to this changing world. Every death loosens a 
litde the crust of habit, and is a step forward in Mfe."14 Nathaniel has no understanding for 
the needs of an adolescent boy, but a keen appreciation of his responsibilities as a co-trustee 
of Peter's property; "one's property, in Nathaniel's estimation, formed the chief and 
fundamental part of one's moral personality."15 Nathaniel likes his religion austere, though 

11 The Last Puritan, p. 571-72. 
12 George Santayana, letter is published in Ralph Barton Perry, The Thought and 

Character of William James. 
13 The Last Puritan, p. 23. 
14 The Last Puritan, p. 28. 
15 The Last Puritan, p. 40. 
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he probably has no faith, and he has a profound sense of human solitude. Peter's 
acquaintance with a streetcar conductor and his refusal to forswear this friendship, convince 
Nathaniel that Peter will come to no good. Peter will spend the remainder of his adolescence 
with his half-sister. In short, Nathaniel is a Calvinist. Santayana characterizes Calvinism 
as "an expression of the agonized conscience" and as the view i4that sin exists; that sin is 
punished, and that it is beautiful that sin should exist to be punished."16 

Santayana thought of Calvinism as "an old mentality" for a young country, and 
noted that the young country developed a second mentality, and that in that second 
mentality "the sense of sin totally evaporated... the modern American is convinced that he 
always has been, and always will be, victorious and blameless."17 While Santayana 
sometimes identifies the genteel tradition simply with Calvinism—as he does when he 
regards Emerson as a rebel against that tradition, at other times, and this is, we think, his 
more considered opinion, he holds, "The chief fountains of this tradition were Calvinism 
and transcendentalism."18 [Our emphasis]. While Nathaniel Alden represents a Calvinism 
untouched by transcendentalism, Oliver's governess, the German hma, represents 
transcendentalism untouched by CMvinism. She is the person who introduces Oliver to the 
beauties of nature, to poetry, to Goethe, although her efforts meet with limited success. 

Transcendentalism, however, is not '''the new mentality." The new mentality is all 
"aggressive enterprise";19 it is not an ingredient in the genteel tradition. In the novel, it is 
represented, curiously, by Jim Damley, who is neither an American nor successful. 
Nevertheless, he represents the spirit of the new, ruthless captains of industry, of the men 
who build skyscrapers rather than colonial mansions. In Mm the new mentality is shown 
to be intensely practical, joyfully self-centered, strong willed but ready to compromise, 
amoral rather than immoral, quite capable of cheating, deceiving and worse, but never 
hypocritical, and found in a young, strong, healthy, virile body. Peter Alden, who 
recognizes his own illusions as well as the deceptions of others, and who understands the 
difference between these, perceives the fatal flaw in Jim's character and calls him "Lord 
Jim." When Jim is quite down and out, Peter takes the young man under his wing and 
makes him the master of his ship; later he entrusts his ailing body to Jim's tender care; 
ultimately he realizes that he has provided Jim with an ample motive for murder. Jim in the 
meanwhile has fathered a chid, and played a complex role in the education of Oliver. After 
Peter's death he squanders the wealth bequeathed him, and finally, in a last and supreme 
deception, he 'redeems' himself by dying a hero's death in World War I. Only, no one who 
actually knew him is deceived. One is reminded of an insight of Peter Aiden's as he 
contemplated marriage to Harriet. He imagines his descent from his private room upstairs 
in Harriet's house to the rooms below that he will share with her as a change not 4from 
sincerity to pretense, but only from the illusions with which each probably cheats himself, 
to the deceptions with which he probably doesn't deceive other people."20 Jim Darnley 
lived only in the public rooms and failed to deceive. 

Santayana contemplates the possibility of a modern American who believes himself, 

16 White, Documents, p. 407. 
17 White, Documents, pp. 408-9. 
18 White, Documents, p. 425. 
19 White, Documents, p. 406. 
20 The Last Puritan, p. 67. 
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or in this case, herself, blameless and victorious, but also pretends to the old Calvinism. 
Then the conviction of innocence can be maintained only by dint of a hypocrisy that is far 
more corrosive than that of a pure Calvinist, for it will not be accompanied by an agonized 
conscience. The result is a devastating caricature of a Puritan, Oliver's mother. Harriet 
Bumstead pretends to the genteel tradition, she justifies her actions, e.g., marrying Peter for 
his money, as a duty. She is censorious (even her bosom friend Letitia Lamb does not 
escape mental critique), she is 'puritanical' in her child-rearing attitudes — no, Oliver does 
not need a cushion for his chair in the schoolroom; no, Oliver must not think that the horse 
his father wants to give him is a gift just for him; no, Oliver must not be exposed to fables, 
fantasies, myths. Harriet is extremely demanding, and without actually doing anything, she 
tends to get her way. Just as Peter Alden was perfectly aware of the fact that Harriet and her 
father were attempting to snare him into marriage, but decided to marry Harriet anyhow, so 
Oliver is fully aware of Harriet's hypocrisy and utterly repelled by it, and yet for him his 
mother's merely verbal Calvinism becomes a guiding force. So much so that when his 
father suggests that he spend a year on the yacht, he declines because his high school 
football team is counting on him. He has a duty not to let the team and the school down. 
Peter, of course, reads his son's refusal not as a budding and unhypocritical Puritanism but 
as a f ailure of nerve, as choosing to remain within the safety of the genteel tradition. But 
Peter is not present to witness that Harriet has lost all authority, that Oliver "had passed over 
to the enemy taking with him his arsenal of puritan virtues — his integrity, his courage, his 
scorn of pleasure, his material resourcefulness, together with a secret and almost malicious 
sense of alliance with the Unseen."21 

And so, finally, we have turned to Oliver himself. If Harriet is a caricature of a 
Puritan and Nathaniel a paradigm, Oliver is perhaps the ideal Puritan character, he is, as the 
narrator puts it "an experiment in virtue." Santayana had written, "America is a young 
country with an old mentality: it has enjoyed the advantages of a child carefully brought up 
and thoroughly indoctrinated; it has been a wise child." And then he muses that such a 
child's growth, physical or emotional, may be stunted. Oliver's emotional growth is indeed 
stunted, though he has the well exercised body of an athlete. As a very young child he 
discovers that "the persons he ought to love best, like his mother and God, would always 
be impossible to hug and it would always be wrong to hug the others."22 Aside from 
Oliver's childish love for his governess hma, his only deep and real love is reserved for 
Lord Jim, certainly someone whom it would be wrong to hug. On the other hand, Oliver 
believes that he has a duty to marry, and he proposes twice, to very different women. Yet 
he loves neither. His most sustained reflection on his own moral character is prompted by 
an encounter with a loose woman, an acquaintance of Mario's. He is soldier on leave in 
Paris, and she is the first and only woman to appeal to his compassion, he is moved, and 
offers her money. She responds by applying "a frank warm lingering kiss to his mouth, a 
kiss intended to be irresistibly voluptuous and overwhelming. To her astonishment, the 
effect was instantly decisive in the contrary direction.... If any passionate impulses, without 
his knowledge, had been maturing within him, they were suddenly reversed."23 He tells the 
woman that he is not free. 

21 The Last Puritan, p. 221. 
22 The Last Puritan, p. 99. 
23 The Last Puritan, p. 531. 
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The experience had been a revelation, he had seen with "a calm, just, deliberate 
charity, understanding all things, forgiving all things, and willingly draining the cup of truth 
to the dregs, as it were in atonement for the blind sin of existence. A bottomless sadness, 
a bottomless peace, seemed to possess him."24 Because of his persistent depression, he is 
sent once again behind the lines for recuperation, and there he thinks again and again about 
this episode, and achieves finally "clearness about himself and his duty."25 Was his saying 
*T am not free" a white lie? (How even a white lie would weigh on his conscience!) No, 
he concludes, he is radically unfree because "the sort of love she expected from me is 
something I am held back from by my deepest nature.... Because it is not any prejudice or 
maxim or external prohibition that holds me back: it's my own wM." Santayana, as 
mentioned, found a second source of Puritanism in transcendentalism, and in Oliver that 
second source, the extraordinary trust in one's own will shows itself here. That same 
Emersonian self-reliance, that sense that one must be shriven in the court of one's own 
conscience, becomes even clearer after Oliver's proposal to Rose, the sister of Jim Darnley, 
has been rejected. Oliver feels liberated, liberated not merely by this rejection but by the 
death of Jim. "The play is over," he says to himself, "the doors open, and after all those 
unnecessary thrills and anxieties, I am walking out into the night, into my true life, into the 
inexorable humdrum punctual company of real things."215 After much reflection, of which 
we shall speak in a moment, he comes to see himself precisely as Santayana saw America. 
"I was born old. It is a dreadful inheritance, this of mine, that I need to be honest, that I 
need to be true, that I need to be just.... I was born a moral aristocrat, able to obey only the 
voice of God, which means that of my own heart." He thinks that there is no room in this 
world of World War and aggressive enterprise for people like him, that it is perhaps time 
to die. And then he compares himself to that other pure Puritan, his uncle Nathaniel. "I can 
keep my own thoughts inviolate, like Uncle Nathaniel, and not allow the world to override 
me. We will not accept anything cheaper or cruder than our own conscience. We have 
dedicated ourselves to the truth, to living in the presence of the noblest things we can 
conceive. If we can't live so, we won't live at all."27 One hears echoes of Emerson 
throughout these soliloquies. And so Oliver dies. He is killed while still a soldier, not in 
the war that he abhors but in a stupid accident. He dies as honestly as he lived. 

We have mentioned Emerson, and it behoves us to do justice to Santayana at this 
point The rather dismissive remark we quoted earlier, that Emerson supplied nothing to 
take the place of the genteel tradition is in fact rather puzzling. For later in the same essay 
Santayana tells us that transcendentalism is the other source, other than Calvinism, of the 
genteel tradition. What Santayana meant, we think, is that Emerson does not offer an 
alternative to Calvinism, although he certainly believed himself to have done so; rather his 
method, Santayana writes, "embodied, in a radical form, the spirit of Protestantism as 
distinguished from its inherited doctrines;... it felt that Will was deeper than Intellect; it 
focused everything here and now, and asked all things to show their credentials at the bar 
of the young self, and to prove their value for this latest bom moment. These things are 
truly American ... and they are strikingly exemplified in the person of Emerson. They 

24 The Last Puritan, p. 531. 
25 The Last Puritan, p. 534. 
26 The Last Puritan, p. 55 L 
27 The Last Puritan, pp. 553-54. 
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constitute what he called self-trust."28 Oliver too personifies self-trust, Oliver too appears 
to hold himself blameless. And yet it seems to us that Oliver fails the only truly difficult 
moral test he encounters. 

We have allowed Oliver to grow up a litde too swiftly, we have let him die before 
we have seen how he developed into the last Puritan. Yet a human being, as Santayana 
points out so poignantly in the chapter on love in volume 2 of The Life of Reason, is not a 
static being, like an angel, but an ever moving animal, and "in order to have a soul to save 
he must perpetually form it anew."2* Although we don't want to trace Oliver's development 
in detail, we need to see him in relationship to others, to his father, to Jim Darnley, and to 
the two women whom he intends to marry, that is, we need to see how he loves. Santayana 
writes, " ... circumstances, false steps, or the mere lapse of time, force us to shuffle our 
affections and take them as they come, or as we are suffered to indulge them. A mother is 
followed by a boyish friend, a friend by a girl, a girl by a wife, a wife by a child, a child by 
an idea."30 hi Oliver's case, the sequence is distorted from the very beginning: In place of 
his mother, he would love his governess, who is, indeed, followed by a boyish friend, 
followed not by a girl but by a pretend engagement to Jim's very much younger sister Rose, 
followed not by a wife but rather by Oliver's taking himself to love and expecting to be 
loved but in fact being rejected first by Edith and later by a now matured Rose. All of 
which is indeed followed by an idea, an idea that is at once willfully modest and yet so hard 
to achieve in this world, namely, "Enough if at all times I practise charity, and keep myself 
as much as possible from complicity in wrong."31 

When Oliver meets Jim Darnley he is an impressionable teenager, and Jim is the first 
young, healthy and frank adult Oliver has ever met. Not surprisingly his emotional reaction 
is intense, aided perhaps by an experience that he later takes to have prefigured Jim's 
drowning: Jim, completely undressed, dives from the boat and takes a very long time to 
come up; Oliver, while waiting, is devastated. He wonders when he hears, many years later, 
of Jim's actual death and seems to be unable to feel anything, whether he has exhausted all 
feelings at this first sham death. And how appropriate it is that Oliver's feelings should 
have come to the surface first in response to a sham, for Jim will prove to be less, ultimately 
very much less, than the ideal that the young Oliver loves. Yet at this first encounter Jim 
is entirely honest about his shady past, and what Oliver comes to understand from Jim's 
story is that his (Oliver's) mother is a coward and a liar. In response he adopts as his motto, 
"First admit the truth, and then make the best of i t That's a man's work."32 That 
commitment to truth will be Oliver's lifelong companion. 

This is also the occasion at which Oliver begins to know his father, for Jim reveals 
that Peter Alden has killed a man and that he takes drugs. It is the latter more than the 
former that shocks Oliver. Yet when he saw his father's peacefully sleeping form, "our 
budding transcendentalist was made inwardly aware, by his father's slumber, of a new 
possible dimension of moral life." Having thought of 'dope' as the ultimate betrayal of 
responsibility, he comes to wonder, "Could it be that life, as the world understands it, was 

28 White, Documents, p. 413. 
29 The Life of Reason, vol. 2 (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1905), p. 4. 
30 The Life of Reason, vol. 2, p. 29. 
31 The Last Puritan, p. 555. 
32 The Last Puritan, p. 165. 
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the veritable dope, the hideous, beastly, vicious intoxication? Was obedience to convention 
and custom and public opinion perhaps only an epidemic slavery, a cruel superstition... ?"33 

Yet, as we have already seen, Oliver is unable to free himself from that epidemic slavery. 
Even in his long mediation on freedom after Jim has died and Rose has rejected him, his 
declaration of independence is followed by second thoughts. "I won't keep repeating things 
that are false, and producing things that are useless and promising myself things that are 
impossible. Either the truth or nothing," he says bravely, only to continue, "But am I not 
perhaps rebelling against the truth by refusing to be a decent ordinary bee buzzing round 
the hive?" He says it is his duty to fight their horrible war and yet wonders how he can help 
feeling that such duties ought not to be duties. In the end he concludes, as we just quoted, 
that it will suffice to practice charity on occasion and to avoid whenever possible complicity 
in wrong. 

Oliver's relationship to his father is difficult Any positive move toward his father, 
any possible attachment, meets his mother's outraged resistance. Beyond that, for Oliver, 
whatever Peter has to offer him appears to be temptation, appears to be in some sense 
"dope." Of all the people whom Oliver in some sense "loves," Peter seems to be the only 
one who, after that initial revelation on the boat, never again achieves an ideal status. Thus 
Oliver's relation to Peter might have been the filial analog to the "friendly and humorous 
affection" that Santayana claims a lover would feel for his mistress if all ideality were absent 
and he loved her "honestly in her unvarnished and accidental person."34 Santayana does 
not sneer at such affection, but Oliver, it seems to us, cannot rise to it. Oliver is spending 
the summer between high school and college with his father in England. Peter is by now 
too ill to sail, and has made arrangements which entail that Jim is no longer a possible or 
trustworthy companion. When he learns this, Oliver is dismayed. But Peter assures him 
that he will retain the young nurse he has already employed. And then, Santayana writes: 

[tjhere followed one of those curious moments when two people are conscious of 
having the same unspoken thought. Didn't Peter Alden have a son? Wasn't this son old 
enough to assist him, intelligent enough to understand him, free, and at hand? Why couldn't 
Oliver step up and say: "/will stand by you. J won't abandon you in your last illness, when 
you are alone, threatened by the very man you have loved and befriended most. Damn 
Williams College. Isn't your society, isn't my experience in living with you, better than any 
university?... If I could be turned into something a bit different and a bit better, wouldn't 
it be a blessing all round?" 

But no. Oliver couldn't say these words. They stuck in his throat. And Peter divined 
this incapacity in his son, felt this element in him of petrified conscience, of moral cramp, 
this dutiful impediment to breaking away, and reshaping his duty in a truer harmony with 
his moral nature.35 

It is indeed a kind of cowardice on Oliver's part that makes him choose the safety of 
WiUiamstown, of a conventional routine that will protect him from himself. And so, after 
Peter's suicide, Oliver wonders, <<The harder course now would really have been to change 
his plans and defy his mother: to shake off his provincial harness, get out of his groove,.... 
But his nerve had failed him; and now his puritan scruples led him to fear that in taking the 

33 The Last Puritan, p. 170. 
34 The Life of Reason, vol. 2, p. 31. 
35 The Last Puritan, p. 317. 
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easier course he might have token the wrong one."36 Yet these scruples do not last, **He was 
constitutionally little inclined to find fault with himself: he sometimes felt his limitations 
and was galled by them; but he was acutely conscious of his integrity and couldn't blame 
himself if, in trying to do right, he sometimes made a mistake" (330). At 18, Oliver is still 
a rather shallow Puritan. 

Love, Santayana tells us, has an animal basis and an ideal object31 ha Oliver the 
animal basis* the chive to reproduce, appears disguised as a sense of duty—one has a duty 
to get married and produce children, and Oliver intends to fulfill this duty as he intends to 
fulfill ah other duties. On the other hand, when he has taken himself to be in love, or at any 
rate to have found his life's companion, what he had found were symbols. Meditating 
deeply after his rejection by Rose, he recognizes that for the real Edith and for the real Rose 
as well as for the real Jim and the real Mario he has felt and ought to feel only kindness and 
affection, while when he loved them he loved "only an image, only a mirage, of my own 
aspiration."38 And that is not a fault of these people, no real wife, no real children could 
entrance his soul, only a divine love could do that. The last Puritan here is in agreement 
with his creator who wrote: 

If to create was love's impulse originally, to create is its effort still... what Plato called a 
desire for birth in beauty may be sublimated even more, until it yearns for an ideal 
immortality in a transfigured world, a world made worthy of that love which its children 
have so often lavished on it in their dreams.39 

But Oliver, we fear, would have lacked the nerve to agree with Santayana's remark, 
addressed to William Roscoe Thayer: 

I want my metaphysics and religion to be good poetry, not bad and inadequate poetry. As 
I am not eager to smuggle it into the dark comers and fine interstices of reality (like our 
transcendental friends). I am glad to have it as full and interesting as possible, a real 
counterpart and idealization of life. Therefore I prefer Catholic ideas to Protestant, and 
Pagan ideas to Catholic: or, if you like, I would only accept Christianity as a form of 
Paganism. For in Paganism I see the only religion that tried to do justice to all life, and at 
the same time retained the consciousness that it was a kind of poetry.40 

H. 

If Santayana wanted his "metaphysics and religion" to be poetry, he also wanted his 
poetry to be philosophy. Although the greater part of that poetry was written in 
Santayana's youth (Sonnets I-XX between the ages of twenty and thirty; XXI-L in his 

thirties), Santayana published a selected and revised edition in 1923,41 and in die Preface 
(dated November 1922), he writes: 

m The Last Puritan, p. 329. 
37 The Life of Reason, vol. 2, p. 8. 
38 The Last Puritan, p. 552. 
39 The Life of Reason, vol. 2, p. 34 
40 George Santayana, unpublished letter dated 29 May 1900. 
41 Poems (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1923); earlier editions were copyrighted 

1894,1896 (by Stone and Kimball), and 1901 by Charles Scribner's Sons. 
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As to the subject of these poems, it is simply my philosophy in the making. I should not 
give the title of philosopher to every logician or psychologist who, in his official and 
studious moments, may weigh argument against argument or may devise expedients for 
solving theoretical puzzles. I see no reason why a philosopher should be puzzled. What he 
sees he sees; of the rest he is ignorant; and his sense of this vast ignorance (which is his 
natural and inevitable condition) is a chief part of his knowledge and of his emotion. 
Philosophy is not an optional theme that may occupy him on occasion. It is his only 
possible life, his daily response to everything. He lives by thinking, and his one perpetual 
emotion is that this world, with himself in it, should be the strange world which it is. 
Everything he thinks or utters will accordingly be an integral part of his philosophy* whether 
it be called poetry or science or criticism, (xil-xiii) 

Here Santayana claims only that the poetry a philosopher writes is an integral part 
of his philosophy, but in the Introduction to his earlier (1910) Three Philosophical Poets 
he had already made the more controversial claim that (at its best) poetry is inherently 
philosophical. 

To be sure, Santayana was not unaware of the idea that philosophy is essentially 
argument and analysis, and thus allied with science rather than with novels and poems, and 
(in the same place) he replies that, while the reasonings and investigations of philosophy 
are indeed arduous, and poetry cannot contain them except "with a bad grace," still: 

In philosophy... investigation and reasoning are only preparatory and servile parts, means 
to an end. They terminate in insight, or what in the noblest sense of the word may be called 
theory, Oeopia, — a steady contemplation of all things in their order and worth. Such 
contemplation m imaginative.... A philosopher who attains it is, for the moment, a poet; and 
a poet who turns his practised and passionate imagination on the order of all things, or on 
anything in the light of the whole, is for that moment a philosopher.42 

Santayana also considers a more conventional view, the view "that poetry is 
essentially short-winded, that what is poetic is necessarily intermittent in the writings of 
poets, that only the fleeting moment, the mood, the episode, can be rapturously felt, or 
rapturously rendered, while life as a whole, history, character, and destiny are objects unfit 
for imagination to dwell on, and repellent to poetic art**43 This view, Santayana thinks, 
contains a partial truth: the poet—but equally the philosopher! — is essentially confined 
to the Meeting moment," Indeed, it is the fleeting moment in which we all live. But, 
Santayana insists, **[w]hat makes the difference between . . . poetic insight and a vulgar 
moment is that 'the passions of the poetic moment have more perspective."44 It is range, 
comprehensiveness, that makes poetry poetical; if much poetry that attempts to be 
philosophical is dull, **that is the fault of the poet's weak intellect."45 A better poet would 
render a larger subject deeper and stronger. And he closes the Introduction to Three 
Philosophical Poets by writing: 

As in a supreme dramatic crisis all our life seems to be focused in the present, and used in 
colouring our consciousness and shaping our decisions, so for each philosophic poet the 
whole world of man is gathered together; and he is never so much a poet as when, in a 

42 Three Philosophical Poets, pp. 10-11. 
43 Three Philosophical Poets, p. 12. 
44 Three Philosophical Poets, p. 13. 
45 Three Philosophical Poets, p. 14. 
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single cry, he summons all that has affinity to him in the universe, and salutes his ultimate 
destiny. It is the acme of life to understand life. The height of poetry is to speak the language 
of the gods.46 

But it is not our purpose to accept or reject Santayana's views on the affinities 
between poetry (here we include the novel, as a form of poesis, if not of "poetry" in the 
modem sense of the term) and philosophy, but rather to say something about the ways in 
which Santayana*s vision does or does not express itself in his novel and in his poems. For 
there is a quarrel between Santayana's poetry and his philosophy, and that is, perhaps, the 
most interesting thing about that poetry. 

The vision expressed in Santayana's philosophy and also in some of his poems is the 
vision of a philosopher who claims to have found peace not in activity but in 
contemplation, knowing that 'The soul is not on earth an alien thing,"47 the philosopher 
who claims to "walk contented to the peopled grave," the philosopher who, in one of the 
earliest and certainly the most anthologized of his sonnets48 famously counsels us to "Love 
but the formless and eternal Whole/From whose effulgence one unheeded ray/Breaks on 
this prism of dissolving clay/Into the flickering colours of thy soul." But what is revealed 
in sonnet after sonnet is an extremely tortured soul. Perhaps the older Santayana did find 
in the naturalized Platonism, the marriage of Lucretius and Plato that became his 
philosophical vision, the peace the young Santayana yearned for in tins early sonnet; but 
the one thing that is crystal clear from these fifty sonnets, written over a period of more than 
thirteen years, is that the younger Santayana had not. (In this respect, one may raise the 
question, Was the young Santayana, wittingly or unwittingly, a Last Puritan?) 

The tension we find between Santayana's claim to be telling us how to find peace 
and the tortured soul revealed in so many of these sonnets is, in a way, foreshadowed even 
in the Preface to Poems. In the penultimate paragraph of that Preface, Santayana tells us 
that these poems express "My own moral philosophy" in a "more sentimental form" and 
admits that this moral philosophy "may not seem very robust or joyous. Its fortitude and 
happiness are those of but one type of soul." (But note that it is still supposed to be 
"fortitude and happiness") But in the very next and concluding paragraph, Santayana 
writes somewhat differently, closing the Preface to Poems thus: 

But whether the note seem merry or sad, musical or uncouth, it is itself a note of nature; 
and it may at least be commended, seeing it conveys a philosophy, for not conveying it by 
argument, but frankly making confession of an actual spiritual experience, addressed only 
to those whose ear it may strike sympathetically and who, crossing the same dark wood on 
their own errands, may pause for a moment to listen gladly. 

Notice how Santayana equivocates between the claim to "convey a philosophy" and 
the claim to make confession of the experience of crossing a dark wood. Is Santayana 
aware of the way in which single sonnets or short groups of sonnets which profess to have 
found the way to peace through standing aside from the struggle and contemplating the 
eternal truth of nature are again and again followed by sonnets which cry out in agony? 

But it is time to give some examples, hi Sonnet XDD[ we have the contemplative ideal 
(at least Santayana's version of it) beautifully stated: "Sweet are the days we wander with 

46 Three Philosophical Poets, p. 14. 

'Sonnet VI. 
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no hope/Along life's labyrinthine trodden way/With no impatience at the steep's 
delay/Nor sorrow at the swift-descended slope." And the last three lines, "The crown of 
olive let another wear/it is my crown to mock the runner's heat/With gentle wonder and 
with laughter sweet," affect serenity. (The next two sonnets lay claim to the same serenity.) 
Yet by Sonnet XVI the "serenity" is rather qualified by the lines: "*Tis a sad love, like an 
eternal prayer/And knows no keen delight, no faint surcease"; and the closing lines of 
Sonnet XVII are hardly serene: 'Thirsting for thee, we die in thy great deartiVOr borrow 
breath of infinite desire/To chase thine image through the haunted earth." To be sure, even 
this could be read as referring to the suffering of those who do not have the "moral 
philosophy" that is being expressed "sentimentally" in these sonnets (although the "we" 
does seem to include the poet himself, doesn't it?), but by XXV we have the note of frank 
despair "Till from that summer's trance [of youth] we wake, to find/Despair before us, 
vanity behind." Moreover, the note of pain actually becomes stronger when we move from 
the more youthful sonnets (I to XX, written between 1883 and 1893) and the later sonnets 
(after 1896). But we shall not burden you with more examples. Instead let us consider an 
Ode (Ode II) in which Santayana very well expresses his vision. The Ode begins with a 
stanza that very well encapsulates what Santayana finds repulsive in Puritanism: 

My heart rebels against my generation, 
That talks of freedom and is slave to riches, 
And, toiling 'neath each day's ignoble burden, 

Boasts of the morrow. 

And after asking the Goddess ("thou, O silent Mother, wise, immortal,") for 

A staunch heart, nobly calm, averse to evil, 
The windy sky for breath, the sea, the mountain, 
A well-born, gentle friend, his spirit's brother, 

Ever beside him. 

And again asking (we will say) the Puritans, 

What would you gain, ye seekers, with your striving, 
Or what vast Babel raise you on your shoulders? 
You multiply distresses, and your children 

Surely will curse you. 

The philosopher-poet tells us that, 

She [Nature] hath not made us, like her other children, 
Merely for peopling of her spacious kingdoms, 
Beasts of the wild, or insects of the summer, 

Breeding and dying, 

But also that we might, half knowing, worship 
The deathless beauty of her guiding vision, 
And learn to love, in all things mortal, only 

What is eternal. 

We do not raise the question, what is going on in these poems, which preach serenity and 
contain lines which speak of "Eternal echoes. . . of this pain" (Sonnet XXXVII), "torment" 
(Sonnet XXXVI), "exile" (XLIII), and in the final sonnet (L) "my grief," to mock 
Santayana's vision. The advice to "love, in all things mortal, only what is eternal," may, 
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indeed, be excellent advice ... for gods! But, human beings are, as Santayana also knew, 
neither beasts nor gods. And so, if Oliver never "made it" to the "moral philosophy" that 
Santayana recommends, may that not be because that moral philosophy, while beautiful as 
a record of one extremely human philosopher's "actual spiritual experience," is not, in the 
end, a livable philosophy for, to use Aristotle's phrase, "Humans who live in cities"? Does 
not, perhaps, the last word in the quarrel between Santayana's poetry and his philosophy 
go to another of Santayana's sonnets? — Sonnet VII, also a frequent appearer in 
anthologies, which closes with the lines: 

Happy the dumb beast, hungering for food, 
But calling not his suffering his own; 
BlessM the angel, gazing on all good, 
But knowing not he sits upon a throne; 
Wretched the mortal, pondering his mood, 
And doomed to know his aching heart alone. 

RUTH ANNA PUTNAM AND HILARY PUTNAM 

Wellesley College and Harvard University 



Sagas of the Spirit: 
On the Retrospections of 

George Santayana and Henry Adams 

Nature, for Emerson, was a part of spirit; "the world is a temple whose walls are co
vered with emblems, pictures and commandments of the Deity."1 Human beings 
are poets, to whose active and free perception "the ideal is the real" (ECW 3,42). 

If the world or part of it seems opaque, it is because the human faculty is not active. In 
parallel with Peirce's demonstration that man, as thinker, is himself of the nature of a sign 
(Peirce 5.238 and -313), Emerson announces that "we are symbols and we inhabit symbols" 
(ECW 3,20). For him, the lived environment is ever a semeiosis. 

But for Santayana spirit is, on the contrary, an outcome of nature. Nature does not 
cease to be emblematic of spirit in Santayana, but it is so in a radically different way from 
Emerson's. This is because, for Santayana, nature is most clearly seen by spirit under the 
aspect of eternity; and in this aspect it is awesomely inhuman in cosmic scale and teemingly 
— if not chaotically — complex in its molecular texture. Nature so viewed is the non-
-human matrix of the human, and therefore not the home of the human psyche or self, hi 
this reversal of Emerson's idealism, spirit is transcendental only in having gone beyond the 
human in an unsustainable stance of Godlike perceptivity.2 

The present essay will show, curiously enough, that "spirit," in just this sense, was 
at the basis of the mode of discourse adopted by Henry Adams in The Education of Henry 
Adams* and his late essays on "cosmohistory." More curiously yet, this essay will show that 
the application of Santayana's categorial system to Adams's works succeeds in clarifying 
the tone of his "impersonal" retrospections as well as the drift of the gloomy anticipations 
in his "cosmohistory," so to call i t I refrain from qualifying Adams's recollections as 
"personal," because, as we shall see, the Education is the narrative account of a 
representative sensibility, not the biography of a particular individual. 

The object domain of spirit, in Santayana's system, is that of which it is aware; it is 
the realm of essence. But psyche, the mother of spirit, must compound instinct with ideation 
and so humanize animal nature that, in our sublunary world, natural societies can eventually 
become high civilizations. Though nature seems to bend to culture in the civilizing process, 
it was the eruption of new natural forces—neither fully tamed nor fully understood — into 
the operations and awareness of his culture that aroused Henry Adams's concern about the 
quality of life in nineteenth and twentieth century America. 

This was because Adams's "dynamic theory of history" takes for granted that it is the 
forces of nature that capture man, not the other way around, as we see in Chapter 33 of 

1 See page 17, Volume 3, of Emerson's Complete Works, which we cite as ECW 3. 
2 This is also the conclusion of an essay "Spirituality in Santayana," namely, that the latter's 

conception of "spirit" — because it takes the point of view of eternity and because of the inhuman 
impartiality of its insights — should not be mistaken to be the basis of a way of life. Transactions of 
the C.SJPeirce Society, XXV.4 (1989). This reading of Santayana's idea of spirit is based on, and 
coincides with, the interpretations of John Lachs and Douglas MacDonald in the Santayana issue of 
The Southern Journal of Philosophy Vol.10, No.2 (1972). 

3 To be cited hereafter as Education. 
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Education. So the story Adams tells in his book is as much that of the "failure" of society 
to understand and control the natural forces it was now tapping or unleashing, as that of the 
'̂ failure" of a representative "education" to be adequate to the vast social changes which the 
beneficiaries of such an "education" were living through. 

In distinction from Adams's story, Santayana's is that of the tension between his de
votion to impersonal truth, or spirit, and his psychological need to reconstruct and express 
a perennial philosophy in which Everyman could be intellectually at home. More 
comfortable with nature at large, and speculatively less afraid of it than Adams, Santayana 
was both less integrated into society than Adams and more sympathetic to it. Thus, where 
Santayana allows himself to have "salt, pepper and pity for mankind," Adams confesses that 
he could have only "vinegar, pepper and vitriol" for the fin de siecle French.4 Santayana, 
unlike Henry Adams, gives the impression of wanting to understand or show compassion 
for all whom he encountered. In the event, however and for example, Adams's honest 
dislike of the self-regarding bad faith of the English ruling-class, goes down better than 
Santayana's unreciprocated Anglophilia. 

The tensions generative of the Education were, first, Adams's disgust with financial 
and political dishonesty and, secondly, a continuing need — in spite of his confessed, 
congenital skepticism—for what Santayana called "the emotion of belief.1'5 In so far as this 
need to believe seems also to have been a need for some kind of ultimate clarity or 
intellectual grasp, Adams's difficulty was compounded by the confused 
state-of-the-question in the fundamental physics of his day, as well as by the positivist 
ideology of science which Adams persistently, and perhaps ironically, took to be the voice 
of science itself. 

Now, the private correspondence which relates to Adams's cosmohistorical spe
culations makes it no mere surmise that his need for the emotion of belief was gradually dis
placed, in the scientific reading to which he gave such apocalyptic interpretations, by a need 
"to feel the impression of bitterness," as Bushnell Hart put it to him.6 The pessimism which 
found expression in Adams's physicalist and catastrophist interpretations of planetary 
history can be seen to be an outcome not only of the spirit of his age and his reading of 
Schopenhauer but, more deeply, of his personal experience as well. The latter included, on 
the one hand, the agonized death of his sister (1870), an acute perception of a decline in his 
father's intellect, the suicide of his wife in 1885, and an ever-increasing sense of the 
individual's irrelevance to the historico-poMtical process. It also included, on the other hand, 
his social observer's conviction that Power or Energy could no longer be given a humanly 
acceptable or controllable form. But the essays about cosmohistory7 and the correspondence 
which confirm H. Schneider's view of Adams as "desperate," as a "desperate naturalist," 

4 See Henry Adams and his Friends, Letters edited by H.D. Cater, and Philip BJRice Kenyon 
Review VI (1944); elsewheie in his correspondence Adams registers his disappointment with Spanish 
people by saying that to him they all looked like faded Jews. 

5 See Some Turns of Thought in Modern Philosophy 1933, "Revolutions in Science," Vol. VII 
Triton ed.; p. 196, and The Education of Henry Adams. 

6 Hart to Adams, May 2,1910; Letters of Henry Adams, 1892-1918. 
7 'The Tendency of History," "A Letter to American Teachers of History," "The Rule of Phase 

Applied to History,'* all in The Degradation of the Democratic Dogma edited by Brooks Adams. 
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also forbid us from calling him a "naturalist."8 

For, from these documents Adams can be said — with qualifications — to emerge, 
rather, as a desperate positivist. For here he combines, like Comte himself, the crudest re-
ductionism with the boldest postulations about die phases left to mankind in its chaotic jour
ney to extinction through the degradation of energy and the heat-death of the sun. 
Qualification is necessary because of the several shades of irony that color the prose of the 
essays about history as an energy process. 

For, not only does Adams take accumulable and expendible sociohistorical energy 
to be very exactly measurable, but the tone in which his extrapolations and predictions are 
couched, is suspect. It is somehow both alarmist and urbane. And insofar as it is 
setfconscious, it is a tone which seems to know that it is overemphasizing its scientism, at 
lie same time that it insists on itself as a literary or historiographic experiment. The reader 
feels, in short, that Adams can't be unconscious of the fact that he is taking liberties with 
a "scientific method" he claims to be strictly following, and that he is getting a grim 
satisfaction from pushing physical theories to extremes which, if believed, must involve the 
destruction of civilization. 

The outcome of this is that Adams's eschatology, if taken literally, is a reductio ad 
absurdum of the positivist ideology of science. "Look at what physical science says we 
are," Adams's cosmohistorical construct is saying, "impotent and doomed." The silent but 
vital implication left standing, however, by Adams's discursive construction is that if this 
is science, then we must take it with the future miseries it promises; but, since only the 
educated few understand this, the elect elite must live its informed life to the hilt—or as 
best it can—drawing ironic consolation from the joke upon those, in politics and industry, 
who think that they are in control of the very forces which will soon destroy all of us. 

—Is what Mabel Lafarge wrote relevant here, that "he never liked to show that he 
saw farther or was any wiser than the person he was with, and usually took the attitude of 
being instructed"?9 In contrast to his docility in conversation before the technological 
achievements of science and its positivist interpretation, Adams's writing about them allows 
itself to be perceptibly ironic. It, nevertheless, remains difficult to gauge the degree to 
which the irony qualifies his assertions. 

A Santayanian way of cutting through the Gordian knot of the degree to which 
Adams is, at any time, being ironic, would be to say that while his History of the United 
States and Mont-Saint-Michel and Chartres have their place in the Realm of Truth, the 
location of his subsequent speculations in cosmohistory is properly the Realm of Essence. 
That they are ajeu a"esprit, the product of Adams's spirit, in Santayana's sense, rather than 
of his psyche (in Santayana's sense) not only explains away the bitterness they seem to 
mask and accounts for their perception of the essential alienness of the universe in its aspect 
as a congeries of energy processes. It also begins to explain the degree to which Education 
is not an autobiography, and gives us the reason why it is not at all confessional in the 
Augustinian or Rousseauvian mode. 

8 In Schneider's A History of American Philosophy, sec.34 "Desperate Naturalism." Under this 
heading Schneider discusses WmGraham Summer, Henry Adams, Edward Arlington Robinson, and 
CSantayana. As far as Santayana is concerned, we will see that, though of course a "naturalist," he 
was, in contrast to Adams and in Schneider's own terms, far from being "desperate." 

9 RAdams Letters to a Niece, p.26. 
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To be the latter it would have had (i) to be a product of Adams's psyche, and it 
would have had (ii) to deal with such psychological and impossible matters as the meaning 
of his beloved wife's suicide. Though more vitalist than rationalist, Adams's otherwise 
"eighteenth-century" disposition would naturally be more comfortable working in the realm 
of essence and the mode of spirit. That the Education is, in Santayana's terms, the product 
of spirit rather than psyche explains the presence, besides, of all the speculative discourses 
woven into it, as well as the basic fact that it is not about an individual, but about a 
representative phenomenon Adams chose — with mild sarcasm — to call "education," and 
about the undergoing by a whole generation of some great social changes. A 
twentieth-century term for Adams's "education" might be "future-shock." 

Santayana tells us that, when he was taken to visit Henry Adams, and identified as 
a teacher of philosophy at Harvard, "Mr. Adams said, somewhat in [a] gentle but sad 
tone .... *I once tried to teach history there, but it can't be done. It isn't really possible to 
teach anything'."10 Though he found it "discouraging" at the time in his psyche, Santayana 
did not in spirit demur—probably for the reason that it is essentially true, from the point 
of view of spirit; namely, and as any college teacher will confirm, there is such a thing as 
learning which goes on in his or her students. But there really isn't such a thing as teaching. 
All we do, as Plato's Socrates already showed, is put the student into the way of learning 
what we want him or her to learn; we create the proximate conditions under which the 
student can grasp what he or she is being asked to grasp." We note what Santayana's 
memoirs didn't pause to note, that while their author responded, in this encounter, both as 
a psyche and as spirit, Henry Adams met him entirely in the mode of spirit. The question 
arises, are Santayana's writings in the mode of spirit a mask for the respects in which, like 
Adams, he was to a degree alienated? 

Warm as Santayana's personality was, he does appear ever the stranger, ever only the 
perfect guest to a variety of well-observed hosts in Persons and Places. For all its wit, it is 
only Santayana's integrity and firmness, it seems to me, that saves the autobiography from 
an underlying drift towards generalizing his estrangement into an aspect of the human 
condition. But it is clear that the expressive activity of constructing his autobiography must 
have abreacted, and compensated for, any displeasure in his aloneness.12 It is quite 
believable, on the other hand, that Santayana's sense of his own distinctness gave no entry 
to such displeasure. 

In any case, since "history" at Harvard meant, to Adams, chiefly medieval history,13 

and his view of it was synoptic in the sense of locating it as a phase in the history of the 
West as a whole, we can safely assume that the connotations of the term were, in the first 
instance, not too different for these two thinkers. As we know from Persons and Places, 
Santayana thought of his own Life of Reason as a philosophy of history, and in synoptic 

10 Persons and Places, p.224, 
11 See my Plato's Dialogues One by One; Ch. 3, "History & Rhetoric in the Meno" 
12 Santayana's own remarks about this notwithstanding (in Platonism and the Spiritual Life), 

there is no reason why the insights of "spirit," besides being impartially true, should not also be 
consolatory. There, Santayana does not admit that they are. 

13 Adams also taught colonial history, U.S and English history at Harvard, 
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terms.14 It is also safe to assume that, at the date of their meeting, Adams included 
"philosophy of history" as he had been practicing it among the connotations of the term, 
namely, as an interpretation of the course of human history as a whole and as an attempt to 
get some insight into the directions it might take. But where and why Adams and Santayana 
differed in their conception of history can best be seen in the contrast between the latter's 
Mmm^^Uc(hdg^m Reason in Science md Adams's later writings about history, "The 
Tendency of History," (an essay discarded by Adams himself, but incautiously published 
by his brother Brooks), 'The Rule of Phase Applied to History," and A Letter to American 
Teachers of History.15 

Santayana's wittingly non-nomothetic-deductive stance toward the science and art 
of history, in combination with his view of his own work as "a natural history" of Western 
mankind, stands in sharp and happy difference with the unwitting scientism, or nomo-
thetic-deductivism, of the masterly author of a monumental history of the United States 
which is in no way nomotheticaUy-deductively structured. I call Adams's positivism 
unwitting precisely because, though aggressively "asserted" as historiography, it is a 
negation of Adams's own practice of historical writing. And I put asserted in cautionary 
quotes because the assertion of scientism is so soundingly and bleakly iterated that the 
iteration seems to be interrogating itself. By scientism I mean just the reductionist attempt 
of positivism to explain the world, and provide foundations for the other arts and sciences, 
in terms of a single preferred science, in this case physics, or energetics, as it was called in 
the nineteenth century.16 

It would seem, then, that just as we can criticize Santayana's conception of spirit, 
taken literally, for being only partially applicable to either spiritual life in the ordinary sense 
or to Santayana's own productive life, so also can we criticize Adams's historiographic 
speculations as irrelevant to his previous practice of history writing. That he did not let them 
disturb the equanimity of his social life, apart from his private discussions of the subject 
with his brother Brooks, tells us something about the hypothetical and rhetorical way in 
which he held to his eschatological extrapolations. As claims about the end of the world, 
Adams surely could not have taken them more literally than he took anybody else's, 
whether biblical scholar, store-front evangelist or scientific cosmologist 

It would seem, all the same, that we should not say that Santayana's life was more 
consistent with his beliefs than Adams's. This is because, with reference to Adams, we must 
ask whether we can call that a belief which is advanced with irony, playfulness, or any 
degree of interrogativeness. With reference to Santayana, we should ask whether it is not 
a category-mistake to call the ontological decline of spirit a belief, if, by definition, it is not 
the kind of thing that can be acted upon by a human being. The doctrine can lay claim to 
assent as a constitutive part of a coherent metaphysics, but not as a foundation for the spirit-
ual life. For, in the context of spiritual life as the pursuit and exercise of psychological 

14 Persons and Places, p. 393f« "philosophy of history... for me meant no providential plan 
of creation or redemption, but merely retrospective politics; a study of what had formed the chief 
interests of mankind in various epochs." 

15 The correspondence relating to Adams's application of "energetics" to history is, of course, 
also apposite. For a summary of Santayana's formal statement of his historiography, see my History 
as a Human Science. 

16 Encyclopaedia Britannica 11th. Edition (N.Y. 1910-11). 
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health, it is an irrelevant and theoreticist notion. 
We are told by his editors that Santayana enjoyed turning, in 1940, from the com

pletion of Realms of Being to the MSS that were to become Persons and Places; and that 
he laughingly called these his "rambling, endless, philosophical and satirical stream of 
recollections" (PP xxxii). And in his Epilogue he characterizes his reminiscences as "private 
and poetical," meaning, one must suppose, "personal and expressive." But, like Adams, he 
nonetheless seems to have a quarrel with "his host the world." For, he had "discovered how 
much the human world... had become the enemy of spirit and... of its own light and peace" 
(PP 540). In this usage Santayana both identifies with spirit, and seems to mean by it both 
the imaginatively contemplative life and the mechanism by which "the passing virtues and 
sorrows of nature" are turned into "glimpses of eternal truth" (PP 547). 

Critical and competent celebration of life in readable memoirs, however, takes time 
out from the actual participation in it, in a worldly sense. So Santayana, who enjoyed 
writing for its own sake in any case, can be said to have also enjoyed the frugal and retiring 
life which, again in any case, he says he preferred, although he had "sometimes sipped the 
rim of the plutocratic cup" (PP 541). But Santayana's doubt remains very real to his reader, 
as to Whether that body with its feelings and actions was not [his] true self, rather than this 
invisible spirit which they oppressed" (PP 538). For, Santayana, the lover of matter, when 
he appears to take the side of spirit can be seen by his reader to be identifying with what was 
only a product of his expressive powers, namely, his literary utterance and with only the 
impersonal (theoreticist and assertive) part of it that he could call "eternally true," rather 
than with all of it in its multimodal — poetic and expressive as well as theoretical — or 
inclusive diversity. 

So his quarrel with the world was really a projection upon it of the tension between 
his preference for the solitude of intellectual construction and contemplation, and his ability 
both to understand detachedly and participatively enjoy his social world. He explicitly 
differs from Adams's posture toward the world when he says (PP 540) that his own was not 
the result of its "mechanical inventions or natural sciences or loss of Christian [unity]... as 
lovers of antiquity or the middle ages (!) seem to think." 

We touched above on the sense in which Adams's Education is not an autobio
graphy. And we see that by treating the figure of "himself as a mannequin, and in such a 
way as to get onto the reader's side, Adams achieves the point of view of spirit more than 
mere impersonality,17 In fact, it is because the Education is written in the mode of spirit (in 
Santayana's sense) that its expressiveness is neither that o/his psyche nor about it, but is 
rather the expression of an ironic insight extending over the whole range of the spirit's 
retrospection. Where, however, spirit is not constitutive of the impersonality, the result can 
be grating, as in his angry but unspirited use of the stereotype of the Jew as "gold-bug" or 
manipulative financier.18 Santayana, for his part, appears as resorting to the mode of spirit 

17 This figure of the mannequin serves to tell, or remind, the reader that the "data" in The 
Education are not statements about Henry Adams but about his ironic creation, an "amiable, never 
adequate, yet never daunted, forever re-educated dumbell-genius who is the humbled hero of the 
tale," as E. Chalfant has called Adams's convenient confection (in private correspondence). 

18 We may note that, if a stereotype is a kind of degenerate essence then it is a faulty product 
of the operation of spirit; and we could say that the failure of insight comes from a penetration of 
psyche into the activity of spirit Hence my use of "unspoiled," as a qualifier. 
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in order to handle, or rise above, what he otherwise could not bring under full expressive 
control. For, Santayana's retrospection does not, like Adams's, exempt itself from having 
to report or make sense of all of his interesting involvements. 

In connection with Adams's silence about the tragic loss of his wife, we hypothesize 
that the reason for it was a compound of the unstatable conclusion it brought him to, that 
if his beloved wife had not had love enough to stay alive for him in spite of the loss of her 
father, then he would never find anyone who could love as much as love demanded, nor 
could she have known how much he loved her. Whether he had loved her, in their happy 
time, as much as he now thought he did, was beside the point; for he would now prove his 
great love for her by believing or silently implying that she could not be replaced. 

Chapter 21 of ike Education resumes its observations in such a way as to remind its 
reader that it is not a personal memoir. The twenty years it has skipped are the hiatus in 
which Adams symbolically buries the personal dimension of his past. Looking back in 
1892, as a member of the generation born in the 'thirties, he finds he has "nothing in 
common with the world as it promised to be" (Education 317). Washington had been his 
home since 1877 when he moved there partly to write history" (as the old George Bancroft 
had done), but "chiefly... as a stable-companion to statesmen whether they liked it or not." 
By then "[Hay's] Xife* of Lincoln had been... published hand in hand with the 'History' 
of Jefferson and Madison, so that between them they had written nearly all the American 
history there was to write." 

Though mildly alienated, Adams could still say that he had "all that anyone had; all 
that the world had to offer, all that Pie] wanted in life" (meaning by "all" here, "as much 
as"). By the end of the century, at the beginning of the Indian summer of his life, Adams's 
spirits were quickened by the feeling that he was perhaps the only person who carried the 
whole history of his country "since the Stamp Act, quite alive in his mind" (Education 
362). Involved as his family had always been in it, he had a clear perception of his country's 
international situation at the onset of the Spanish War, and of his friend Hay's problems and 
advantages now that the latter was Secretary of State. 

But it was while thinking about history in this context that Adams came to believe 
that 44the reason of his Mure in teaching it" was his inability **to discern the working of law 
in history... for chaos cannot be taught" On top of this, "he thought he had a personal 
property by inheritance in [a] proof of sequence and intelligence in the affairs of man" (ED 
363). 

Here we find stated the mistake at the basis of the intellectual problem that occupied 
so much of the last part of Adams's life. Adams has disjunctively assumed that there is no 
alternative, in history, between 'scientific' lawfulness and chaos; and that the only form that 
can be given to an account of the sequence of human affairs is the form of what we now call 
nomothetic-deductive history. Ignoring his own past practice, Adams seems unaware that 
circumstantial narratives which use the sciences of geography, demography and economics 
will not have the form of a hypothetico-deductive natural-science presentation, but must 
mterpretively apply and join together the conclusions of the former into a non-nomological, 
if not narrative, sequence which precludes the latter. 

The form, on the other hand, which Adams gives in the Education to his response 
to the world is, like Santayana's, that of the intelligent traveller and disillusioned but not 
unsympathetic social observer. Adams's observations are nation-centered where San
tayana's are more truly cosmopolitan. Adams gives decent expressive form to what might 
otherwise look like self-obsession, by taking the point of view of spirit about his generation. 
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Santayana also avoids self-obsession by lacing and leavening the story of his responses, 
wherever he can, with the point of view of spirit. Adams is self-conscious about the quality 
of his responsiveness to a world for which his generation had been unprepared — into 
which, as Heidegger might say he was geworfen: not as a castaway, however, but as a 
representative sensibility. The quality of Santayana's responsiveness, in turn, emerges as 
due to die struggle between his poetic and convivial sensibility, on the one hand, and his 
vocation for the critical and synoptic work of philosophy, on the other. It is a paradox of 
sorts that perhaps the biggest contrast between the two compositions is that, while Adams's 
addiesses the human condition in the mode of spirit, Santayana's — because it is 
autobiographical without being confessional — addresses the human condition in the voice 
of apsyche which has both adapted to the strangeness of his host the world and turned that 
world into a fire-side kind of audience by dint, not of cosmic perspective or generational 
criticism, but of a warm story-telling kind of eloquence. 

VICTORINO TEJERA 
State University of New York at Stony Brook 
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The Rival Naturalisms of 
Dewey and Santayana 

... the idea of naturalism is as elusive as it is important1 (John Lachs) 

John Dewey once wrote "Mr. Santayana always makes it as difficult as possible for 
anyone to agree with him. ... The case seems to resemble that of the Irishman who 
said the two men looked very much alike, especially one of them. ... I am happy to 

be that one."2 Before I examine what each man had to say about the other's conception of 
naturalism, I want to state broadly wherein I feel their fundamental agreement lay. To fully 
explicate this is beyond the scope of the paper, but I want it to be moving in the back of the 
reader's mind as I deal in more detail with what their differences were on the subject of 
naturalism. 

hi 1906, Dewey explained Santayana's The Life of Reason thus: "Vital impulse gives 
moments of excellence . . . ." These moments are reason, the sources of standards, the 
" ... starting points of sustained efforts to bring all experiences into harmony with 
themselves...." But Santayana took transcendentalism to task " ... for hypostati2ing ideals 
into causes and substrates of the universe ... meanings into underlying substances and 
efficient causes... physical instead of moral realities ... ."3 In Dewey also, there is that, 
namely meanings and art, which is lifted up out of the general run of experience, out of the 
natural. Also in Dewey, it is what is lifted up which is the source of values. And, as with 
Santayana, that which we draw out of experience, particularly conceptually, is not then to 
be conceived of as somehow constitutive of, prior to (Dewey), or causing, having power 
over (Santayana) basic nature or experience itself, which is the more fundamental reality. 
In these broad terms, the main difference between them is that for Dewey the lifting up is 
done deliberately, purposively, and socially. For Santayana, despite the importance of 
tradition to him, it is more adventitious and more a product of the individual imagination. 

When I turn to their views of each other's concept of naturalism, I am reminded of 
the 1992 Presidential election (and, for that matter, the 1996 one so far), in which two 
essentially moderate men called one another extremists, hi the case before us, two 
naturalistic philosophers each claimed the other was really a closet idealist 

Dewey thought very highly of The Life of Reason. In reviewing it, he called it 
" .„ the most significant contribution made in this generation to philosophic revision... It 
is impossible to do (it) justice.... It is a work nobly conceived and adequately executed."4 

He called it"... the only type of philosophy with which it is worthwhile to engage oneself; 
a return to the ancient identification of philosophy with morals, with love of wisdom... the 
most adequate contribution America has yet made — always excepting Emerson — to 
moral philosophy."5 

A major reason for Dewey's praise was Santayana's handling of the issue of 

1 John Lachs, "Peirce, Santayana and the Large Facts," p. 4. 
2 John Dewey, "Half-Hearted Naturalism," in Dewey and His Critics, pp. 264,266. 
3 John Dewey, "Review of Santayana's The life of Reason, Volumes I and II," pp. 223-4. 
4 Ibid., pp. 223-5. 
5 John Dewey, "Review of Santayana's The life of Reason" pp. 119-20 and 128. Santayana, 

difficult to agree with as ever, might have winced at the comparison to Emerson. 
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naturalism, or, to be more precise, the twin issues of naturalism and idealism. These were 
ihe two great tendencies which divided philosophy in the nineteenth century, much as the 
analytic and continental schools do in our own. He called Santayana's philosophy 
'̂ naturalistic idealism," which second word I suspect much displeased Santayana. He called 
it idealism in that" ... reason is real, that it is a Mfe, that its life is the significant and 
animating principle of all distinctiy human activity."6 Dewey wrote **... (T)he really vital 
problem of present philosophy is the union of naturalism and idealism...." He writes of 
" ... the extraordinary force and simplicity with which Dr. Santayana has grasped this 
problem... "7 Santayana, noted Dewey, held that reason was natural and empirical in its 
origin, object, and purpose. I strongly suspect that hi seeing the centrality of the problem 
of naturaHsm and idealism, Dewey was not simply reflecting the nineteenth century's spirit 
of the age. He was also reflecting the centrality in his own philosophy of his efforts to 
reconcile his strong naturalism with the idealistic influence on him of Hegel. "After years 
of trying to reconstruct idealism from within.... Dewey confronted the fact that its deepest 
commitments were those of traditional rationalism."8 I believe he felt Santayana's thought 
would be a great help in his own philosophic quest. This would explain his strong reaction 
when Santayana's thought at least seemed to Dewey to develop in a very different direction. 
It was, I suspect, almost a feeling of betrayal. 

The problem for Dewey with Santayana's philosophy was that, as Dewey saw it, the 
earlier uniting of idealism and naturalism gradually divided and became just the sect of 
dualism against which Dewey's own work was directed. Dewey noted this incipient duality 
in Santayana's system quite early on. "On the one hand, there is brute existence... sheer 
nature... [on the other]. This world in its movement bears moments of value, excellence 
... the ideal supervenes.'* People then use these values, these forms which thus arise, to give 
meaning and order to the flux of the world. 

In his 1907 review of The Life of Reason, Dewey saw Santayana as opposing the 
same extremes which he himself opposed. Here are these extremes as Dewey saw them: 
"On the one hand, the rooting of the spiritual in the natural is ignored... ."I0 Moral and 
ideal truths are turned into physically existing, causal entities. The results are mythology, 
superstition, magic, and dogmatic religion, "the non-natural spiritual world of orthodox 
tradition... false idealisms and spiritualities.... Another type of fallacy consists in sticking 
brutally by the brute natural situation. Here are the positivists, the materialists, the over-
naturalists...."" 

But there are two ways of dealing with this problem of extremes. One Is 
dualistically, to give the material and ideal realms each their due by creating an 
impenetrable barrier between them so that neither is able to affect the other. The second 
way is to try to bring them into some kind of understandable and fruitful relation. At this 
early date, Dewey saw Santayana primarily not as a dualist but as an ally. "It is to this idea 

6 Dewey, "Review of Santayana's The life of Reason, Volumes I and H," p. 223. 
7 Ibid., p. 225. 
* Thomas M. Alexander, John Dewefs Theory of Art, Experience, and Nature, p. 57. 
9 Dewey, "Review of Santayana's The life of Reason," p. 121. 
10 Ibid., p. 122. 
11 Ibid. 
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of nature generative of value that the argument hi every volume returns."12 The principal 
spheres in which nature, through human society, generates values were religion, art, and 
science. Art in particular is crucial for Dewey, and any attempt to bridge the later gap 
between Dewey and Santayana would probably do well to focus on art and the aesthetic. 
Science poses more of a problem for Dewey. His own choice as the more fundamental of 
the two, ** - a more concrete and final expression of living reason... ,"13 is art, and he finds 
tendencies in the same direction in Santayana. But in the end he fears his colleague comes 
down on the side of science. This difference, however, is small in comparison to those 
which arose later. 

In 1923, Dewey reviewed Scepticism and Animal Faith. Dewey always seems to 
haveftouipit more highly of Santayana's work than Santayana did of his; "It is impossible 
to render an adequate account of Mr. Santayana's new book.**14 But he notes Santayana's 
duaism in recalling Royce's comment about the purpose of Santayana's philosophy being 
"... the radical and complete separation of existence and essences."15 But the problem now, 
from Dewey's viewpoint, was not simply that Santayana separated the two realms of nature 
and the ideal he had united so well in The Life of Reason. The problem was, further, that 
he seemed to be definitely siding with one of those realms. He seemed to Dewey to 
consianfly denigrate the realm of real existence in comparison to that of the ideal essences. 
This must have reminded Dewey of die idealism he had himself outgrown, and Santayana's 
allegedly finding "cognitive certitude" in the realm of essence certainly puts one in mind 
of the very sort of absolute truth Dewey found so objectionable. 

Dewey notes: ". . . there are points in his doctrine that are dangerously similar to 
types of philosophy for which he has only abhorrence."16 But Dewey also notes what 
should be the saving graces, that essences do not really exist and have no power. Some 
mi^ht ask if this is enough. Is the instantiation of essences by and in the flux of matter and 
their non-existence other than hi the realm of matter sufficient to overcome what seems to 
be a radical division between the two realms? Santayana did not have Dewey's complete 
aversion to dualism. This was right about the time of Santayana's association with the 
epistemological duaism of the Critical Realist school.17 Epistemological dualism does not 
necessarily imply ontolo^cal dualism, but to go further in this direction is beyond the scope 
of this paper. 

After noting that a sequel is on its way, Dewey delivers the core of his criticism: 

~ the sequel is badly needed. It is a delicate enterprise to discount practical intent and 
lie busy life of man in behalf of aesthetic essences and their contemplation, and then to rely 
upon the practical needs, acts, and sufferings of man to make sure of the existence of 
anything and to render essences applicable to things. A priori one would say that both 

12 ML, p. 123. 
13 Ibid., p. 126. 
14 John Dewey, "Review of Santayana's Scepticism and Animal Faith," p. 295. I realize that, 

depending upon the context, this statement might not be praise; but trust me, it was. 
15 Bid. 
1$ Ibid. 
17 See Santayana, et ah, Essays in Critical Realism, containing Santayana's "Three Proofs of 

Realism," which was published just three years before Scepticism and Animal Faith. 
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things cannot be done.18 

To put it another way, was Santayana simply rendering to practical existence its due, or was 
he smuggling it in by the back door after having seemingly thrown it out the front? If the 
question is simply one of the aesthetic contemplation of essences, someone of Santayana's 
views might well ask why it is so important that these essences have real existence. But the 
question can be turned around and asked of Santayana why It is so important that they not 
If his answer would be that they would then be in the world of flux and change, of coming 
to be and passing away (and his essences are eternal and unchanging), that is probably why 
Dewey saw the specter of an outworn idealism. 

Dewey returns to the issue of dualism in his 1927 response to Santayana's "Dewey's 
Naturalistic Metaphysics" of two years earlier. Now the break between nature and the ideal 
is seen as between nature and man: ".... (H)is presupposition is a break between nature 
and man... ," while Dewey's own view **... takes seriously the notion of thoroughgoing 
continuity."19 ". . . Such a gulf as Mir. Santayana puts between nature and man... appears 
reminiscent of sur^rnaturalbeMefs.*'20 He writes of ** ...the mind and matter that Santayana 
keeps worlds apart."21 One might note that essence is not precisely mind, and it does not 
seem to me that Santayana ever falls into the sort of dualism which regards the human and 
social as merely conventional and not hi itself fundamentally natural. That Dewey and 
Santayana had some problems understanding one another is indicated by the fact that 
Dewey's criticisms of Santayana here are almost precisely those which Santayana himself 
made of the New Humanism in The Genteel Tradition at Bay four years later, stressing the 
continuity of the human and the natural and the adequacy of naturalism for ethics.22 

In his 1927 article and in a briefer 1939 response, Dewey suggests part of 
Santayana's problem arises from the latter's use of traditional terminology. He finds Mm 
"genuinely natoralistic" when he deals concretely with any subject matter. But when he 
deals with other philosophers his traditional psychology derived from British empiricism 
becomes a series of crippling pigeonholes which stand between him and nature. Dewey 
notes **... (H)e attributes to me the view of experience which he himself holds — a view 
that seems to me to involve a complete abandonment of the professed naturalistic stand 
point . . . . It is ... Mr. Santayana's premises, not mine, which make experience merely 
immediate, specious, and illusory, with Nature... completely screened by it... ."23 

In 1928, Dewey reviewed The Realm of Essence. Commenting that"... die vein of 
positivism and phenomenalism seems to be temporarily worked out"24 in philosophy at that 
moment, he goes on to write that the work to question shows a revival of **... high discourse 
of Being and Essence."25 Given Dewey's distaste for conventional positivism, this may be 
praise. Given his distaste for airy speculation, it may not. It seems that Dewey's earlier 

is 1 ) ^ ^ ? "Review of Santayana's Scepticism and Animal Faith" p. 296. 
19 Dewey, "Half-Hearted Naturalism," Dewey and His Critics, p. 366. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid., p. 364. 
22 See Santayana, The Genteel Tradition at Bay. 
23 John Dewey, "Experience, Knowledge, and Value; A Rejoinder," p. 531. 
24 John Dewey, "Philosophy as a Fine Art," p. 352. 
25 Ibid. 
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view of Santayana based on The Life of Reason was in error. His philosophy now is not 
'̂ naturalistic idealism." "(H)e taught or seemed to teach that the realm of ideals is rooted in 
nature."26 But now Dewey finds "thorough-going dualism" of matter and existence over 
against Being and essence. 

hi 1934, Dewey returned to the issue of Santayana's dualism. He found the tetter's 
separation of the causally efficacious from values to be extreme. "Since it is the source of 
all values, the idealistic philosophy, which is scientifically false, has at least the merit of 
being an exploration of this realm, which the prosaic and scientific mind tends to neglect."27 

Gone is the idea of Santayana as an ally in joining naturalism and idealism. As Dewey 
finds Santayana's separation of the two realms complete, so now seems to be that between 
the two thinkers. 

Dewey's last critique was an overall review of the Santayana volume in the Library 
of Living Philosophers in 1941. There Dewey comes in a sense full circle. He states that 
the division of the exact sciences from the rest of life is "the central issue of all modem 
thought," and that relating the moral and scientific is "the controlling issue of all modern 
philosophy." This parallels his 1906 statements about uniting naturalism and idealism. In 
fact, science and the moral could be seen as a terminological updating of the earlier issue. 
To put the matter bluntly, Santayana just isn't helping any more. Instead, he's making the 
problem worse by introducing more realms of being and turning the duality into a 
multiplicity. "Santayana seems to hold that the supreme place given to spiritual life is due 
to its being the supreme good."n Thus, spirit is moral, as distinct from the material realm 
where exact science reigns supreme. The various realms, matter, spirit, and experienced 
essence are 4<water-tight compartments without the vital connection with one another which 
springs from community of origin and nurture."29 Now this seems most unjust, since 
Santayana went to great pains to make clear the realm of spirit owed its very being to the 
realm of matter and that of essence had no existence except Insofar as matter instantiated i t 
He felt himself a naturalist. There was just one existing world, the natural one, of which the 
various realms of being are aspects. 

At two points in particular, Dewey writes of how Santayana's philosophy might be 
interpreted so as to reconcile the duality which he, Dewey, perceived in it. 

... (O)ne may also take a more genial path and, setting out from the kinship of enjoyed 
possession of essence with appreciation of works of art, be led to interpret the doctrine in 
the sense of cancellation of the alleged separation of objects of thought from nature. The 
conclusion is that thought and its characteristic objects are, like bare action or practice, but 
a means for a transformation of raw nature into products of art... The affinity of mind to 
pure essence is disciplinary and preparatory; that intermediate and instrumental affinity once 
having been developed, mind turns spontaneously to its proper object, meaning realized by 
art in natural existence.30 

26 Ibid. 
21 John Dewey, "Santayana's Orthodoxy,** New Republic, Volume LXXVIII, February 28, 

1934, p. 79. 
28 John Dewey, "Review of The Philosophy of George Santayana "p. 384 Emphasis in 

original. 
2 9 /Mi , p. 378. 
30 Dewey, "Philosophy as a Fine Art,** p. 354. 
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I think this underscores the centrality of art and aesthetics in any attempt to reconcile the 
philosophies of Dewey and Santayana. The problem was that, from Dewey's point of view, 
the contemplation of essence was for Santayana an end in itself which led nowhere. 

A second way Dewey felt Santayana might have overcome his dualism is given in 
Dewey's 1941 review of the Schilpp volume. There he states that for Santayana another of 
the lattefs realms, truth, is the ". . . embodiment of essence In existence... "3I It would thus 
seem to be the uniting of the fundamental duality first noted by Royce and later commented 
on by Dewey. Here is Dewey at greater length on a similar point 

In one of his comments upon Dennes' paper, Santayana makes a clarifying remark 
about the mental as existence. It exists, he says, as 'the ultimate phase of explicitness, in 
which potentiality becomes actuality.* He asks 'how should this moral actualization of 
existence be less existent than the physical potentiality of it?' It is interesting to speculate 
what the result would have been if Santayana had worked out his whole philosophy in 
harmony with this remark, instead of making the denial of the existentiality of the given a 
main tenet.32 

This path taken is clearly the way Dewey wished Santayana had gone, and there is a parallel 
between Dewey's 1928 and 1941 suggestions. In each case, a natural potentiality becomes 
a value-laden actuality. In the 1928 example, this happens by **... a transformation of raw 
nature into products of art... ,"33 But Dewey may be too hopeful here. It seems to me that 
even if in die realm of truth essence is embodied in existence, from Dewey's point of view 
the basic duality of matter and essence might remain, because essences are only signs, 
symbols of the realm of matter. The realm of truth consists of those essences which are 
accurate symbols. 

I am going to deal much less with Santayana's criticism of Dewey than with Dewey's 
of Santayana. First, there is less of it, two critiques as against eight reviews and responses.34 

Secondly, much of what Santayana had to say about Dewey is in "Dewey's Naturalistic 
Metaphysics," which, thanks to the Schilpp and Morgenbesser volumes, is probably better 
known than any of Dewey's reviews of Santayana. hi that well-known piece, Santayana 
notes that Dewey recognizes essence. 'This hypostatic spiritual existence Dewey seems to 
recognize at least in aesthetic contemplation."35 But he passes over it before it can, in 
Santayana's judgment, improve his philosophy. 

Santayana regarded "naturalistic metaphysics" as a contradiction. As he saw it, 
Dewey had what he himself claimed not to have, a metaphysics. I am reminded here of 
logical positivism's claim to be without metaphysics, which led to its having an unexamined 
metaphysics, but I believe Santayana to have been more perspicacious than that. He saw 
himself, I believe, as doing what on some accounts Aristotle did and transforming 
metaphysics into ontology. It might be held that this was what Dewey was doing also. Of 
all the matters left out of this paper, the one I most regret not having had space for is an 

31 Dewey, "Review of The Philosophy of George Santayana," p. 376. 
32 Ibid., p. 381. 
33 Dewey, "Philosophy as a Fine Art," p. 354. 
34 This leaves out a review by each of a World War I era book by the other criticizing German 

thought and culture. These are interesting in themselves, but less related than they might be to the 
present issue. 

35 George Santayana, "Dewey's Naturalistic Metaphysics," p. 250. 
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exploration of the idea that Dewey and Santayana were in a sense just two different kinds 
of Aristotelian.36 

In the same article, Santayana wrote " ... (H)ow comes it that Dewey has a 
metaphysics of his own, that cosmology is absent from his system, and that every material 
fact becomes in his hands so strangely unseizable and perplexing? This question, which is 
the crux of the whole system, may be answered, I think, in a single phrase: the dominance 
of the foreground."21 By the foreground Santayana meant the human and social. For him 
the greatest fact was the incomprehensible immensity of nature, far beyond human capacity 
to understand it or comprehend it in a philosophical system. He saw this as distorted by 
Dewey's viewing it through a lens of human conventions, those of his particular culture. 
Dewey's pragmatism contrasted unfavorably with earlier more mystical naturalisms which 
"... heartily despising the foreground, have fallen in love with the greatness of nature and 
have sunk speechless before the infinite."38 

I suspect that Dewey reminded Santayana of the tetter's own earlier humanism and 
emphasis on the social, which later shifted to the natural.39 I further suspect he may have 
found these reminders of his own earlier pragmatism and humanism a little embarrassing. 
The issue is that for Santayana experience is more individual, despite the importance of 
tradition in it, while for Dewey it is more social: "... (T)here is a pervasive quasi-Hegelian 
tendency to dissolve the individual into his social functions."40 It occurs to me that this is 
as true of the Stoics, who Santayana admired, as it is of Dewey or Hegel. But it also occurs 
to me that it is not true of the Epicureans, who he admired even more. With regard to the 
social nature of experience, I am reminded of the old joke about bricks and mortar. In 
Dewey's view, the social mortar keeps the bricks of individual and nature together. In 
Santayana's view, it keeps them apart. One could see Santayana's quest in this case as the 
hopeless one for **point-of-viewlessness" outside society. But, of course, it is possible that 
is exactly what aesthetic contemplation of eternal essences conveys, unless and until the 
individual is grounded and focussed by the intentionality of animal faith, which is 
eminently natural. 

Their last brash, so to speak, was a posthumous two pages by Santayana on Dewey.41 

Santayana explains the dominance of the foreground, society and history, in Dewey by the 
lingering influence on him of Hegel, thus becoming one of a number to see problems in 
Dewey due to Hegelian holdovers. Considering the history of their encounters, it is 
altogether fitting that the last word should be one of the professed naturalists calling the 

36 Perhaps their fundamental difference was, like the good students of Aristotle they were, 
over the nature of the highest and best life, of eudaimonia, Santayana favoring the contemplative life 
of Aristotle the student of Plato, and Dewey the active, social life of the later Aristotle, the last voice 
of the Hellenic polls. 

37 Santayana in "Dewey's Naturalistic Metaphysics," p. 251, emphasis in original. 
" Ibid, p. 252. 
39 The degree of this shift is, to put it mildly, a matter of some debate, though to suggest that 

"one or two Santayanas" has become a "cottage industry" is probably going too far, since Santayana 
studies in general have perhaps not yet attained quite that level. 

40 Santayana, op. cit., in Schilpp, p. 247. 
41 See "Three American Philosophers," pages 130-134 of The Birth of Reason and Other 

Essays, edited by Daniel Cory, (New York, Columbia University Press, 1968). 
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other's naturalism into question by comparing his thought to that of the Arch-Idealist 
Much of the same material I have drawn upon here was dealt with by Gerard 

Deledalle, and I am afraid I must disagree with some of his conclusions. I am not at all sure 
that Santayana "... wanted to be classified as an American philosopher" and "... was eager 
to be considered as an American philosopher."42 He accepted that circumstances had made 
him one and, in a very real sense, I believe that he was always fundamentally addressing 
himself to Americans, but that is not quite the same thing.43 I find M. Deledalle on much 
firmer ground when he says that "George Santayana is a European philosopher whose 
philosophy developed more in contrast to American philosophy of Protestant origin than 
in agreement with the European tradition initiated by Descartes."441 suspect the contrast 
with Protestantism is significant, underlying some of Santayana's defence of and 
defensiveness about his Catholic heritage. He spent, after all, forty years in what was, at 
least in his social class, one of the most relentlessly Protestant cultures which has ever 
existed.45 As for the European traditions "not initiated by Descartes," those would be 
precisely the classical Greco-Roman and the medieval Catholic. 

I disagree about the centrality of politics to an understanding of the Dewey-
Santayana relation and tend to favor art: "... one reliable way to make our ideas clear is to 
put them to test and the best test is certainly politics.'*46 Fm not sure about that. Politics is 
certainly a way to test ideas, but whether or not it is best depends on the ideas in question. 
Speaking as one who tends to favor'Santayana's philosophy and, at least to some extent, 
Dewey's politics, I hope in this case it is not. 

But these are comparatively minor points. The principal problem I find in M. 
Deledalle's treatment of this subject is a tendency to accept too completely the "two 
Santayanas," Santayana as dualist view common among American pragmatists between the 
world wars. He regards "... dualism, contemplation, and individualism..." as Santayana's 
fundamental tenets.47 But then he writes "His dualism is not idealistic. Santayana does not 
deny the existence of the material world. On the contrary, it is the only existing world."48 

Can someone for whom the material world is the only existing world really be a dualist? 
I think we need to note the distinction between recognizing the existence of dualities and 
being a true dualist. 

It is not at all clear that late in life "Santayana's desperate solution was to take refuge 

42 Gerard Deledalle, "George Santayana: Scepticism and Politics," pp. 1,8. 
43 "English, and the whole Anglo-Saxon tradition in literature and philosophy, have always 

been a medium to me rattier than a source. My natural affinities were elsewhere... as if I had set out 
to say plausibly in English as many un-English things as possible." - Santayana, "A General 
Confession" pp. 6-7. 

44 Deledalle, op. cit., p. 2. 
45 "I wonder if you realize the years of suppressed irritation which I have past (sic) in the 

midst of an unintelligible sanctimonious and often disingenuous Protestantism, which is thoroughly 
alien and repulsive to me, and the need I have of joining hands with something far away from it and 
far above it" - Santayana, letter to William James dated "Easter, 1900" in Daniel Cory, ed., The 
Letters of George Santayana, p. 62. 

46 Deledalle, op. cit., p. 8. 
47 Ibid., p. 1. 
48 Ibid, p. 2. 
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in himself... he reluctantly resorted to a kind of solipsism ... with a morbid sense of 
humor... ."49 The later Santayana does not seem to me to have been at all desperate or 
morbid, solipsism was disposed of in 1923, and the little poem which M. Deledalle uses to 
illustrate his point30 fer from being an expression of solipsism, was actually a satire poking 
fun at philosophical subjectivism. 

To sum up, Santayana and Dewey were united by an underlying naturalism. Each 
in his own way rejected the extremes of, on the one hand, traditional dogmatic religion, 
with its weight of superstition, and, on the other, a positivism which saw the world as a 
mere machine, though each welcomed science and a redefined religion. They were 
continuing into die twentieth century the late nineteenth-century project of working out the 
relations between science and the realm of value of idealist philosophy. There is also in 
each thinkef s philosophy something, whether it is the realm of matter or that of action and 
experience, which dwarfs, underlies, and generates the cognitive, and this common 
awareness of the non-cognitive dwarfs, underlies, and perhaps in some way even helps to 
generate, their disagreements. 

Their differences could also be examined in the light of the disagreement within 
naturalism over monism vs. epistemological dualism and the extent to which the latter may 
imply ontological dualism, and of the larger differences between pragmatists and realists. 

In Dewey's view, Santayanahad a maddening tendency to focus on what Dewey saw 
as the preconditions for action, die contemplation of essences rather than the creation of art, 
animal faith rather than practical action, without explicitly moving on to the active steps, 
which for Dewey gave the earlier stages all their value. Santayana saw Dewey as an, albeit 
probably unwitting, apologist for the spirit of American enterprise, which was 
Americaruzing the world and destroying the traditional cultures Santayana so loved.51 Their 
exchanges recall the Biblical Injunction about motes and beams. Each saw what perhaps 
helped to separate the other from nature, Santayana's acceptance of much of the terminology 
of traditional Western philosophy and psychology, which Dewey saw as outworn, and 
Dewey's viewing of nature through the distorting lens of particularly American values and 
social conventions. But neither saw his own problems in this regard. 

This is probably why questions like what '*naturalisnT means are best worked out 
in a philosophical community. What is the relative weight in such determinations of 
Dewey's Insistence on a strict monism and combat against all traces of dualism? What is 
that of Santayana's insistence on the recognition (too mild a term) of a vast, dark engine of 
matter underlying the merely social and human foreground? I am not reminded of chicken-
and-egg questions, but, from the perspective of over half a century later, I am reminded by 
some of their disagreements of genuine medieval quarrels over the primacy of will or 
intellect Santayana held we start with passive yet direct perception of essences and this 
plus animal faith generates action. Dewey held that action itself was primary and the 

49 Ibid, p. 12. 
50 Ibid. Deledalle cites the following poem of Santayana: 

My mind, with all in thought comprised, 
Is just digestion realized; 
The whole world else, beyond all question, 
Is my projected indigestion. 

51 This comes out particularly strongly in Santayana, 'Three American Philosophers." 
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experience of it generated all knowledge.52 

A possible explanation for some of the disagreements suggests itself, the simple fact 
that Dewey spent World War I here while Santayana was in Europe. The breakdown, the 
crisis in confidence in Western society and its values was not so much in evidence here. We 
waited until Viet Nam and the 1960s. Is it entirely an accident that an increasing interest 
in Santayana seems to have closely followed that conflict? From Santayana's viewpoint, 
Dewey retained a prewar optimism about people, society, and social action. 

If their philosophies are ever to be reconciled on the basis of their underlying 
naturalism, I would say it would be from the standpoint of art and the aesthetic, which is so 
central to each of them. Both would probably have agreed with Michelet; 4<What the 
weaver weaves is just as natural as what the spider spins." A good place to begin might be 
to bring out some of the less passive aspects of the doctrine of essence, which was a 
stumbling block for Dewey to the acceptance of Santayana's views. 

When I try to imagine their reconciliation, I tend to imagine Santayana living in a 
Deweyan society. I imagine his somewhat curmudgeonly response to an invitation to a folk 
dance at the social center.53 The sociopolitical activism might well lead him to pack his 
bags and seek some other part of the world to be his host. But if he lived up to the best that 
was in him, he might well have become a valuable and valued member, albeit a critical and 
eccentric one, of such a society. And, if such a society lived up to the best it could be, he 
might well conclude that there were as many and as good essences to be intuited there as 
anywhere else. 

RICHARD DETAR 
University of Southern Illinois, Carbondale 
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"To Be Happy You Must Be Wise" 

Robertson Davles, the founding master of Massey College at the University of 
Toronto, chose a citation from Santayana to inscribe in the great hall of the new 
college. The passage concerns happiness: 

Happiness is impossible, and even inconceivable to a mind without scope and without 
pause, a mind driven by craving, pleasure, or fear. To be happy, even to conceive 
happiness, you must be reasonable, or you must be tamed. You must have taken the 
measure of your powers, tasted the fruits of your passions and learned your place in the 
world and what things in it can really serve you. To be happy you must be wise. 

In the recent biography, Robertson Davies: Man of Myth, a description is given of 
this choice:1 

Further difficulty arose over the choice of the quotation to be inscribed in the dining 
hal. Davies first proposed "a merry heart doeth good like a medicine; but a broken spirit 
drieth the bones" (Proverbs 17:22), but the others deemed this unacceptably frivolous, 
Other short sayings likewise met rejection. The Masseys wanted a long quotation like the 
passage from Milton's Areopagitica that circled the Great Hall of Hart House. So Davies 
ingeniously linked two passages from the writings of Santayana that maintained die spirit 
of his original suggestion and encapsulated much of what he sought to encourage at Massey 
College. 

Hart House is also at the University of Toronto, and was also built by the Masseys. We 
now give the two longer passages from which Davies selected. The first is from The life 
of Reason,2 and bears the marginal heading 4*1ne sanction of reason is happiness." 

If pleasure, because it is commonly a result of satisfied instinct, may by a figure of 
speech be called the aim of impulse, happiness, by a like figure, may be called the aim of 
reason. The direct aim of reason is harmony; yet harmony, when made to rule in life, gives 
reason a noble satisfaction which we call happiness. Happiness is impossible, and even 
inconceivable to a mind without scope and without pause, a mind driven by craving, 
pleasure, or fear. The moralists who speak disparagingly of happiness are less sublime than 
tiiey think. In truth their philosophy is too lighdy ballasted, too much fed on prejudice and 
quibbles, for happiness to fall within its range. Happiness implies resource and security; it 
can be achieved only by discipline. Your intuitive moralist rejects discipline, at least 
discipline of the conscience; and he is punished by having no lien on wisdom. He trusts to 
the clash of blind forces in collision, being one of them himself. He demands that virtue 
should be partisan and unjust; and he dreams of crushing the adversary in some physical 
cataclysm. 

Tie second comes from Egotism in German Philosophy? 

1 The following passage is taken from page 407 of Robertson Davies: Man of Myth by Judith 
Skelton Grant Ctopyright© Judith Skelton Grant, 1994. Reprinted by permission of Penguin Books 
Canada Limited. 

2 See page 252 of George Santayana, The Life of Reason, Volume Eve, Reason in Science, 
(Dover, New York, 1983). 

3 See pages 152-153 of George Santayana, Egotism in German Philosophy, (Scribner's, New 
York, 1915). Further page references are to this book. 
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The regimen and philosophy of Germany are inspired by this contempt for happiness, for 
one's own happiness as weE as for other peopled. Happiness seems to the German moralists 
something unheroic, an abdication before external things, a victory of the senses over the 
will. They think the pursuit of happiness low, materialisdc, and selfish. They wish 
everybody to sacrifice or rather to forget happiness, and to do "deeds/* 

It is of the nature of things that those who are incapable of happiness should have no 
idea of it. Happiness is not for wild animals, who can only oscillate between apathy and 
passion. To be happy, even to conceive happiness, you must be reasonable or (if Nietzsche 
prefers the word) you must be tamed. You must have taken the measure of your powers, 
tasted the fruits of your passions and learned your place in the world and what things in it 
can really serve you. To be happy you must be wise. This happiness is sometimes found 
instinctively, and then the rudest fanatic can hardly fail to see how lovely it is; but 
sometimes it comes of having learned something by experience (which empirical people 
never do) and involves some chastening and renunciation; but it is not less sweet for having 
this touch of holiness about it, and the spirit of it is healthy and beneficent. The nature of 
happiness, therefore, dawns upon philosophers when their wisdom begins to report the 
lessons of experience: an a priori philosophy can have no inkling of i t 

Judaism and Christianity, says Santayana, "were singly inspired by the pursuit of 
happiness" in various forms, including other-worldly ones. No less did the Greek sources 
of Christian philosophy endorse the primacy of happiness as the criterion of a good life; and 
with this went respect for reason and for an accepted "orthodox wisdom." Until the rise of 
romanticism, says Santayana, this commitment to an orthodox wisdom held sway. 
Happiness as an ideal goal was denounced earlier by Calvin, and by Kant, who followed 
Calvin: 

Kant expressly repudiated as unworthy of a virtuous will any consideration of 
happiness, or of consequences, either to oneself or to others. He personally was as mild and 
kindly as the Vicar of Wakefield..., but his moral doctrine was in principle a perfect frame 
forfanaticism (62). ... He taught rather less man he secretiy believed, and his disciples ... 
believed rather less than he taught them (59). 

Unlike an ethics grounded in natural sanctions, the categorical principle in morals "can 
easily migrate" (63). 

Nietzsche (reference to whom was dropped from the Massey College citation) was 
no follower of Calvin, and certainly never deprecated gratification on this earth. Indeed, 
he had a genius for exposing the humbug often secretly motivating sanctimonious 
moralists. According to Santayana's estimate, "He hated with clearness, if he did not know 
what to love" (135). Althoughhehad the courage, conspicuously, to cling to what his soul 
loved (124), he did not know what to love in the sense that he had no capacity to shape 
these into a coherent ideal. What was lacking, in Santayana's estimate, was any recognition 
of an orthodox wisdom, or of any wisdom at all. Not for him was the **taming," the 
renunciation which Santayana associates with happiness; not for him the orthodox wisdom 
of die Western tradition, which foresees the disaster in store for any who would rely on his 
wayward, undisciplined recommendations. Nietzsche was in fact a "belated prophet of 
romanticism," who praised it more extravagantly than any had had the courage to do when 
it was alive (128). He rebelled violently against any notion of happiness based on reason. 

The life of Robertson Davies—an abundant and happy life — was stopped in 1995. 

ANGUS KERR-LAWSON 
University of Waterloo 



Obituary: Margot Cory 

Margot Degen Batten Cory, the Santayana literary executrix, died in England on 
March 30,1995, at the age of ninety-four.1 Her late husband, Daniel MacGhie Cory, had 
been Santayana's closest friend and literary secretary and assistant during the last 
twenty-five years of Santayana's life. After the philosopher's death in 1952, Daniel Cory 
became Santayana's literary executor. Mrs. Cory succeeded her husband as the literary 
executrix after his death on June 18,1972. 

Margot (as she was called by family and friends; her real name was Margaret) Cory 
was bom in England on November 27,1900, the eldest daughter of four children, to Rudolf 
C. Degen, an English businessman, and his wife, Beatrice. Margot was educated at St. 
Paul's girls' school in London, where the music teacher was Gustav Hoist, composer of 
'The Planets." Her first marriage, to Rupert Batten, a journalist, ended in divorce. She 
evidently met Daniel Cory in England during the early 1930s. Cory, bom in New York 
City on September 27, 1904, was four years younger than his wife. In Cory's book, 
Santayana: The Later Years: A Portrait with Letters (1963), the first references to Margot 
are in the notes that Cory wrote to the letters that he received from Santayana during 1933, 
where he refers to her as his 'future wife." 

In the spring of 1937, Cory brought his fiancee with him to Rome and introduced 
her to Santayana. She seems to have made a favorable impression on the then 
sixty-three-year-old philosopher who treated her in a friendly way. This is not surprising, 
because Margot was a tall, trim, nice-looking woman with a pleasant voice and a cultivated 
accent that would have pleased Santayana Furthermore, she was exceptionally intelligent 
and astute. They evidendy got on well, and she continued all her life to have a great regard 
for Santayana as a person and as a writer. Later, in 1972, when Mrs. Cory succeeded her 
husband as the Santayana literary executrix, she took great interest in all matters pertaining 
to thepubhcanon of Santayana's writings, and, to the end of her life, was very conscientious 
in discharging her executorial responsibilities. 

Margot Batten and Daniel Cory lived together for several years, mainly in 
Bournemouth, Cornwall, before they were married in a civil ceremony in Vevey, 
Switzerland, on April 23, 1940. Daniel Cory was reluctant to notify Santayana of the 
marriage immediately, evidently fearing that he would view the event as a fundamental 
change in his own relations with Cory. For this reason, and because of the interruption of 
postal services with Italy during World War n, Santayana, living in Rome, did not learn of 
the marriage until four years later, with the resumption of mail service, in June 1944. His 
response to the news indicated that he was not surprised that Cory had married Mrs. Batten, 
and he congratulated him on the marriage. But Cory's apprehenslveness had not been 
entirely unfounded. Santayana's concern, expressed in earlier letters, was not so much 

1 In writing this notice, I have drawn upon information in Santayana's unpublished letters; 
Cory's book, Santayana: The Later Years, mentioned above; and my own experience with Margot 
Cory that began with first meeting her and Daniel in Tirolo di Merano in 1968. After Daniel Cory's 
death, I visited her in Italy in 1972 and again in 1976 and corresponded with her regularly until the 
end of her life. I am indebted to Mrs. Cory's nephew, Peter Degen, for his kindness in notifying me 
of her death and for supplying information about her early life. 
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about any changes in their relationship that might result merely from the fact of Cory's 
being married but rather by possible changes in Cory's way of life resulting from his 
marriage. For instance, if Cory, in order to earn a living for his wife and himself and 
possible children, had to abandon a philosophical career and could no longer assist 
Santayana with his writings or come to his aid in a medical emergency, would it be 
reasonable, Santayana speculated, for him to continue to pay Cory a monthly stipend? As 
it turned out, Cory's marriage brought about no significant change in his relation to 
Santayana. He continued to serve as literary assistant and secretary, living abroad with 
Margot but making visits to Rome to assist Santayana with his work; and Santayana, until 
his death In 1952 (and even afterward) continued to support Cory financially. 

Margot had a small income of her own, and this, together with the monthly 
allowance from Santayana and later from the royalties on Santayana's books and the sale 
of his manuscripts to libraries, enabled the couple to live modestly but pleasantly in 
England before and right after the war and in New York City during the war. During the 
1960s and until Daniel's death in 1972, the Corys lived mainly in Italy, principally in Rome 
where they had modest quarters in the Hotel Dinesen near the Pinchian gardens. During 
the summers they rented a small apartment in Brunnenburg, a picturesque castle owned by 
Ezra Pound's daughter, Mary de Rachewilz, which was situated among the Dolomites, at 
Tirolo di Merano in northern Italy. After Daniel Cory's death, Margot lived alone in the 
Hotel Dinesen for another eight years. She was at home in Rome, spoke Italian well 
(though with a strong English accent), and had many friends there. But in the autumn of 
1980, she decided, however reluctantly, to return to England. She realized that as she grew 
older and needed medical care that the health benefits available to her in England would 
gready surpass those provided to foreigners in Italy. In Merton Park, a London suburb, she 
and her sister lived together in an old Victorian semi-detached house. It had a small garden 
which gave her peat pleasure. The two women lived there until 1989 when, during the 
summer, Mrs. Cory's sister suffered a severe stroke and had to be hospitalized; and later, in 
November, Margot herself was diagnosed with a heart condition and had to be fitted with 
a pacemaker. Feeling that she could no longer live alone safely, she moved Into Richmond 
House, a small rest home in Hove, East Sussex, where she could receive the care that she 
now needed and where she could be near her nephew, Peter Degen, and his family, who 
lived a few mmutes away. Her room in the rest home was small, but she also had access to 
a pleasant sitting room downstairs with a television set. Like Santayana at the Blue Sisters, 
she felt lucky to be In a good place among caring people. 

Mrs. Cory spent the remaining five years and four months of her life in Richmond 
House. Ihe last three months were very difficult for her. She suffered from failing eyesight 
and had several debilitating falls. For the final four weeks, she was ill and almost blind and 
had to be confined to her room. Her mind, however, always remarkably quick, accurate, 
and sharp, remained clear to the end. 

WEJLIAMG. HOLZBERGER 
Bucknett University 



The Santayana Edition 
The Letters of George Santayana and the Marginalia have been the center of our work for 
several years, and now we are close to completing both. The Marginalia, edited by John 
McCormick, is in its final stages, we have largely completed the first book of letters, edited 
by William G. Holzberger, and the remaining four (perhaps five) books of letters are fully 
underway. 

We were fortunate that NEH renewed our funding through April 1997, even though 
Congress significantly cut NEffs budget for this fiscal year. However, next year does not 
look as positive, and it appears that many historical, literary, and philosophical editions will 
not be funded. Obviously, all we can do is to work to complete as much of the project as 
possible until we are no longer funded. Great credit should be given to the Santayana staff 
for their work during difficult times, particularly Kris Frost (Associate Editor) and Brenda 
Bridges (Assistant Editor). 

Margot Cory died in March 1995. Since Daniel Cory's death in 1972, Margot served as 
Santayana's literary executrix. I first met her in Rome in 1977, where she suggested I 
become the General Editor for the Santayana Edition and where she helped me locate every 
Caravaggio painting in Rome. Yielding her umbrella like a charging knight, she also taught 
me an unusual way to cross safely the busy Roman streets. She was helpful and supportive, 
and her move to England brought her closer to her family. Several times I visited her at 
Richmond House in Hove, England, and her concern for Santayana scholarship remained 
high even when her health was not. She had the forethought to give permission to the 
Santayana Edition and MtT to publish all of Santayana's work. She is missed. 

Another gracious Santayana scholar also died this past yean Rrederick C. Conner. You will 
remember his "Beyond Truth: Santayana on the Functional Relations of Art, Myth, and 
Religion," that appeared in this bulletin (No. 5, Fall 1987,17-26). Fred was one of those 
unusual scholars who became an academic administrator, one of considerable success, 
without losing his scholarly interest I was fortunate to meet Bred on several occasions, 
including one meeting of the Santayana Society, and the impression he always left me was 
that of a person with considerable integrity. Fred will also be missed. 

Kris Frost, the Associate Editor of the Santayana Edition, and her husband presented me 
with a gift this past fall — a World-Wide-Web site for the Santayana Edition: 

http://www-phiLtamu.edu/Philosophy/Santayana/. 
Hope you enjoy the site as much as I. 

HERMAN J. SAATKAMP JR. 
General Editor 

http://www-phiLtamu.edu/Philosophy/Santayana/


BIBLIOGRAPHICAL CHECKLIST 
TWELFTH UPDATE 

The items below will supplement the references given in George Santayana: A 
Bibliographical Checklist, 1880-1980 (Bowling Green: Philosophy Documentation 
Center, 1982) prepared by Herman J. Saatkamp Jr. and John Jones. These references are 
divided into primary and secondary sources. Except for book reviews, the following 
articles and books are classified according to years of publication. Readers with additions 
or corrections are invited to send these to Herman J. Saatkamp Jr., Santayana Edition, 
Department of Philosophy, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843-4237. 

CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF PRIMARY SOURCES 

1974 

"Religious language is r^tic-ethic" in The Problem of Religious Language. Ed. M. J. 
Chariesworth. Engjtewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1974. (Reprint of chapter 
one of Reason in Religion.) 

1973 

"El naerniiento de la razon" in El hombre como problema de lafilosofia, 2d ed. Guatemala: 
Editorial Universitaria, 1973. 

1959 

"A Long Way Round to Nirvana" in Essays in Philosophy: from David Hume to George 
Santayana. Ed. Houston Peterson. New York: Washington Square Press, 1959. 

CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF SECONDARY SOURCES 

1996 

Holzberger, Wilton G. "George Santayana." A Dictionary of Cultural and Critical Theory. 
Ed. Michael Payne. Oxford, England and Cambridge, Mass.: Blackwell Publishers, 
1996. 

Schilpp, Paul Arthur. "George Santayana." Reminiscing: Autobiographical Notes, 103-7. 
Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1996. 

1995 

"A Catholic Atheist" Wilson Quarterly (Autumn 1995): 128. 

Edwards, James C. "Contingency, Philosophy, and Superstition." Overheard in Seville: 
Bulletin of the Santayana Society 13 (Fall 1995): 8-11. 
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Hodges, Michael and John Lachs. 'Thinking in the Ruins: Two Overlooked Responses to 
Contingency." Overheard in Seville: Bulletin of the Santayana Society 13 (Fall 
1995): 1-8. 

Kerr-Lawson, Angus. "Rorty has no Physics." Overheard in Seville: Bulletin of the 
Santayana Society 13 (Fall 1995): 12-15. 

Michelsen, John M. "The Place of Buddhism in Santayana's Moral Philosophy." Asian 
Philosophy 5 (1995): 39-46. 

Renzetti, Robert A "Concerning the Nature of Intent." Overheard in Seville: Bulletin of the 
Santayana Society 13 (Fall 1995): 25-34. 

Saatkamp Jr., Herman J. "The Santayana Edition." Overheard In Seville: Bulletin of the 
Santayana Society 13 (Fall 1995): 35-36. 

Savater, Fernando. "Concept and Aesthetics in George Santayana." Trans. Renzo Llorente. 
Overheard in Seville: Bulletin of the Santayana Society 13 (Fall 1995): 16-24. The 
original is published in Instrucciones para olvidar El Quijote y otros ensayos 
generates (Madrid: Taurus Ediciones, SA., 1985). 

Splawn, Clay D. "Obituary: Corliss Lamont." Overheard in Seville: Bulletin of the 
Santayana Society 13 (Fall 1995): 37. 

Terzian, Shohig Sherry. *The Enduring Impact of Corliss Lamont" The Bertrand Russell 
Society Quarterly 88 (November 1995): 26-27. 

1993 

Saxena, Sushil Kumar. Art and Philosophy: Seven Aestheticians, Croce, Dewey, 
Collingwood, Santayana, Ducasse, Longer, Reid. New Delhi: Indian Council of 
Philosophical Research (distributed by Pragati Publications), 1993. 

1948 

Munson, Thomas N. George Santayana: Metaphysical Musician. West Baden, Indiana: 
Suaraquin Academy, 1948. 

1947 

Host, S. E Basic Teachings of the Great Philosophers. New York: Barnes and Noble, 1947. 
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DISSERTATIONS/THESES 

Decker, Marcia J. "Passion, Will and the Genteel Tradition in William Vaughn Moody's The 
Great Divide." M.A., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1978. 

Dorman, Sarah Ellen. "Connoisseur of Chaos: George Santayana's Fluid Conservatism, 
1918-1952." Ph.D., Brown University, 1995. 

Harrick, Kathleen Herndon. "George Santayana and American Tradition." M.A., Miami 
University, 1970. 

Mendez, Margaret C. "Scepticism as an Epistemological Method." B.A. Thesis, Scripps 
College, 1970. 

Petersen, Anne Mette. 'The Aesthetics of Allegory in George Santayana." Ph.D., Yale 
University, 1995. 

Sanders, Paul Rupard. "A Study of Humanism as a Literary Aparatus in Determining the 
Critical Attitude of George Santayana and Paul Elmer More to Literature..." M.A., 
University of Kentucky, 1938. 

REVIEWS OF SANTAYANAS BOOKS 

The Last Puritan: A Memoir In the Form of a Novel. Ed. William G. Holzberger and 
Herman J. Saatkamp Jr. 
*The Poetry of Ideas." Partisan Review 62 (Summer 1995): 502-6. (Jonathan Levin) 
The North Dakota Quarterly 62 (Summer 1994/1995): 223-28. (James Ballowe) 


